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V-olume 15, Number 9

Published by Students of Fairfield

;Flahive And Wolfe Return
From,South American Studies

Universiiy~

February 12,.1964

Fairfield, Conn.

NORMAN EYES CONGRESS
Dr. Jotui ~orman, professor
of GOvenUnent atFilifield University is aspiring' to 'Congres, sional seat for Fairfield County.
Dr. Norman received his B.A.
'and M,A. at Syracuse University's tamed Maxwell .school of
Citizenship and Public Affairs,
and a Ph.D. from Clark University in History and International Relations.
1)r. Norman taught at Syracuse
University, Carnegie Institute of
Technology and Chatham College.
He was also SUpervisul' of Instructors at the, R()m:,. N.Y.. Ait,

Servtce Command, Field Reore'sentative for'the O.S.F,.: Section
Chief in the State Departments
Office of IntelHgence Research,
and historian in the State De-'
partment, doing reasearch on
Sino-Soviet affairs.
A pUblic lecturer and author
of numerous articles anel the
:book "Edward Gibbon Wakefield:
.A Political Reappraisal", Dr,
Norman was also elected to thE
Fairfield Charted" Revision Commission. Also in 1960 he won
a research grant to study in the
labor movement in North Africa.

,Dr, Norman stated that he IS
proponent of the New Frontier
and especially Civil Rights, Civ11 Liberties, Federal aide to
schools, medical 'care, to the'
aged, tax relief, and tax reform.
He, also feels the antiquated
l

~procedu1'es

aod_,p'r~~ of,

].

Five Seniors
Win Chern.
,Fellowship

Health,' has won an assistantship'
to Oklahoma State, worth $230
per month.
• ,The University of Michigan has
,presented a $2,300 teaching fellowship to Roger Nelson. This
year he has been assisting Dr.
Carrano in research for the NaFive Seniors have been award- tional'Scie!tce FQundation.
ed fellowships in Chemistry for
graduate work. The five are Kevin,
Dorsey" Tom Nycz, Fred PH~,at
tista, Roger Nelson, and, James
O'Connor. ,
,-Kevin Dorsey has received two
BUI FIab1ve and Gerry Wolfe are pictured next to a map of South
fellowships, one' a $3,000 relE. JOHN NORMAN
'
A merica; their home while studying in Chile.
search fellowship from Purdue,
'Congress' should be modernized,
and the other a $2,400 fellowship
so that needed legislation would
from Tufts. Kevinhasbeenworknot suffer under delay. He said •
ing on the reactions ,of free
eighners and more so because we
,that he was particularly con, Home again aiter' months of
radicals produced by the ultraare " Americans"~ ,;.Both, men
cerned with the problem of autotravel and study are Bill Flahive
violet photolosis of alkyl ha1iss
mation which might undermine
'65 and Gerard Wolfe '65. They 'stressed the fact that many
under 'Dr. Barone of the ChemChileans 'said they liked Ameri- I istry Department, financed by a
the hard earned gains of labor
have completed a Chilean study
September, 1964 is the, target
cans but in th,e same breath, , , Nat ion a I, Science Foundation
program at the Universidad cato'since the New Deal, and stated
date for the proposed Studentwould criticize our government;
that he would support any inlica in Santiago, Chile. There,
uIidergraduate research grant.
Faculty Center and the Student
Yet, regarding John Kennedy's,
they took three Spanish literaitiative on the part of Congress
Tom Nyez was awarded a
ReSidence Hall. Th_ Science
death, "Chileans were sincerely
or'the administration to seek so, ture courses, one history course
$2,000 teaching fellowship to
BUilding proposed last has no
shocked, surprised, and sorrowand one seminar which was conlutions for the problem of autoBrooklyn Polytechnic Institute,
definite starting date as yet. The
ful." Bill tried to explain this'"
, ducted by Fr. Leeber.
mation which makes one part
and a teaching assistantship to
Student-Faculty
Center will
when he said he got a new look
Bill is a candidate for an
of the population ~ro_sperous an~
the University of Maryland. His
house a new caieteria accommoat the U.S. from the outSide. ' major scientific interest is in
,A.B. degree with Spanish and
dating 1200 $tudents. It will reconVd,; p.6, col.3
economics majors. He comes' Especially mentioned' is the bad
Organic Chemistry and would like
place Loyolacaieteria designed
racial
problem
and
example
our
from Manhattan, N.Y. and atto do synthetic research in Orto hold 442, but now being used
our discriminations have set.
tended La Salle Military Acaganic as his vocation.
by over 900. The Center will
S.C. Activities Cards
He added Chile's political stademy in Oakdale, L.I. The Stag
Fred DiBattista has won two
also provide for separate faculty
bility
surprised
him.
has his servtces in the darkassistantships, one from the
and guest dining. Conference
All work and no play willdrive
room. He is a member of the
Go On Sale Monday
Un i v e r s it y of Connecticut,
facilities will also be available
anyone beserk. So, when school
i K of C and the Spanish
Club.
(2,040), and' from Clark Univer- ' for 200 delegates.
ended on Decem~r21, theytravFrom here, Bill will visit with
sity for $1,800. The assistanteled. Planning weeks in advance,
T}le proposed Student Resithe Marines (P.L.C.) Gerry is
ship from Clark also provides an
Aires.
Its
they
left
for
Buenos
dence Hall will offer accommo'Second Semester student Counalso working, towards an A.B.
additional $300, per summer
size and modernity impressed
dation for 300 students. The precil Activity cards go on s,ale
degree with a Spanish major.
month for research work. Fred
them very mUCh. Montevideo,
Mc;ii'tiay. Cards purchased first
Baldwin, L.I. is his home. He
will work for his Ph.D and pos- 'sent dormitories hold 621 on
next on the list "was a miniacampus whiie 250 students board
'semester' ",111' not be he,mored
attended Baldwin High School.
sibly teach as a career.
ture New York City." Bill went
off-campus. However, off-cam- _ second semester.
After graduation, Gerry hopes
,Jim O'Connor, who has asto Sao Paolo and Rio by, plane
pus expansion is considered to be
to attend graduate school.
§isted Dr. Barone in research
The cards, which oan be purvery little over this number.
contino on page 8, col, 4
As is the procedure of the
chased in the bookstore or in
. for' the Nat i 0 na 1 Institute of
..
There
is
an
expected
enrollment
program, the men stayed at prithe Council office during 1-5
of 1600 students for, 1965 andac..,
vate homes within 45 minutes of
and 7·fi)P.n'l. Mondaythru Thurscording to these figures, a new
the Un1versity~ The trip to school
day except Wednesday night, will
dormitory andl~aieteti.i area a
cost about two cents by bus.
eliminate the tax on paperbacks
necessity.
They lived and studied with
in the bookstore and will give a
middle and upper class Spanish
i $2 discount on the Ski Weekend
'The
Science
Building
will
constudents whom they described as
and the Councils April 11 sociaL
Rev. Francis Lagasse S.J, who
tain classrooms, laboratories,'
"very s ophi s ti cat e d"; not
will
teach
Spanish
Literature
science
library
and
office
space
The Stud~nt Council will pub"snobs'" but well educated and
here this semester, has l5een:
in addition to proper research, ' lish, through Fr. Mahan's office,
well mannered people. The pe,oadded to the Department of Modinstrumentation, animal room
a calendar Of the' functions and
pie w~re extremely nice and
,~rn Languages. He is a native of
and storage facilities,
meetings of the organizations arid
"went out of their way to im~
Lynn, Mass. and was teaching at
Mr. Stanley Robertson, direcclubs on campus. The function
press ,u~ becaus~, we were 'forSt. George College in Kingston,
tor of the office of Development,
will be published on the regular
Jamaica prior to joining the Fairannounced that the proposed stucalendar, and the meeting will be
field faculty.
dent-Faculty Center and the stuWE ARE SORRY . ..
Published on aseparate calendar.
dent Residence Hall were exbut due to printing costs
Such' arrangementS--ellS-room,
pected to be financed by governFr. Lagasse joined the Jesuits
date, time, etc. must be made
and other expenses,' the
ment loans, but that the Science
in 1947, and obtained his A.B. and
through the Student .Council, at
STAG, as of this issue"
Building would be financed by
M.A. in Philosophy at Boston Coltheir office during the above
will no longer give "Free
corporations and per son a 1
, lege. He taught three years at St.
times.
advertising space to school
grants•. The corporation loans
Georges College, and spent two
The purpose of the calendar is
functions, be they under
Come from both local and nasummers at Belen High School in
to centralize occurence and rethe direction of school or- .
tional firms. The particular conCuba. Following his ordination in
duce the conflict between activicentration of the Development ofganizations, teachers, or
1960, he spent a year studying
ties.
is
on
these
loans
especially
fice
private students.
ascetical theology in Belgium.
firms
who
'employ
Fairfield
from
The Ski Weekend will be held
If any of the above wish
Alumni.
on February 28 and 29 and March
to advertise in the STAG,
Returning to' B.C., he studied
There is also a committee;
1 at Jug End Resort in South
,please contact our Business
'and taught Spanish Literature, 'studying the needs' of the school
Egremont,
Mass. There will be
manager, and we will be
:recei~Qg_a seco~<!..M.A. He at-'
under the direction of Fr. Small
eight stu den t s attending the
happy to take your money.
tended Boston College's first
and Taylor, Lieberfeld, and Held-'
activity.
Fr. LAGASSE, S.J.
summer session in Bilbao, Spain.
Thank You
man Inc.

'Construction Of
New Buildings

,Set For Sept.

~.'

Fr. F~ancis Laga,sse
~"""J«", oins
age Dept.

THE STAG

Pope Two

February 12, 1961'

r

Mr. John MaddenS.J.,livingon
the third floor of Gonzaga Hall,
readily expresses his views on
the UniversitY,organizations and
education.
Mr. Madden graduated from.
Boston College in 1959. While in,
college 'he wrote for the school
newspaper and was managing edi-'
tor, h~was 3§.fdiiitant editor of
The STYLVS,a literary magazine, and Editor-in- Cillef of th~( ,.
Yearbook. After graduation he
joined the Society of Jesus, en- .
tering the novitiate at Shadowbrook. After spending two years
at Shadowbrook he went to Weston
to study philosophy. After obtilining his Ph.L. Mr. Madden was
assigned to teach philosophy, at
Fairfield University~
.
"The basis on which I teach
philosophy is that our job in the
. philosophy department is to expose the student, il1 as intelligent
a way as possible, to the diversity of philosophic views
which history offers, and to aid
him to form, through reading,
r;eflection and intelligent guidance, both a philosophical attitude and a personal philosophy.
The idea of philosophy as an established body of dogmatic truths.
seems to be nothing more than a ~
denial .of history. Philosophy is a
personal reflective search for
truth: it develops with history and'
is as diversified as human per-'
sonality."
Besides teaching philosophy
Mr. Madden is Assistant Director of Intramurals. It is planned
to turn over the intramural program to the Student 'Athletic Association under the guidance of
the Student· Government.· Presently there is a pilot committee
composed of freshmen and sophomores functioning in this ca·pacity.,
Mr~ Madden expects a great
deal of Fairfield. "Itseems to me
that Fairfield is in many ways a
better school than I expected
but much of its value seems to.
be in the area of potency. Fairfield's main asset is its youth
and its opportunity to fashion its
own traditions and personality.
Among the faculty there is a solid
core committed to make this tradition one of excellence. The realization on the part of the student
body of the part that they have to
play in creating these traditions
of excellence seems to be growing slowly. I think that the next
ten years will be make or break

OPINION

QUESTION: Do you think Dormitory students should be required to purchase meal t!ckets?

DAVID WRIGHT <65 I don't
think it is right to coerce students to bUy tickets because some
students go home weekends and
miss meals. I make no direct
referal to the quality of the food
but••. ' The meal'ucket for lunch
and dinner only should beavailable for all, not just Off-campus
students.

JOSEPH KEARNS <64 In my
opinion it is a good idea in that
it gives the school an opportunity
to become more. unified through
a common bond of experience.
Naturally this will entail some
lack. of freedom,the few will
have to suffer for the many,
but dissenters have the opportunity to Jive off campus.

ROY CAMERO '67 I sincerly
believe that the number of. meals
should be arbitrary to each person's desire. This wouldeliminate expenditure and waste for
both student and cafeteria.

ARTHUR DEL COLLIANO '67,
Although it is practically necessary for all dormitory students
to buy meals on campus, if there
case:=; where it is not necessary
the sW~ent should not be forcect.

LORENZO A. ZEUGNER JR.
<65 Until such time as a student
Union is built, which will have
the proper facilities for preparing meals as well as a more
suitable atmosphere in which to
eat, I feel that the deCision to
purchase a meal ticket should be
. left to tHe student and his family.
I would also highly recommend
that meal tickets be honored at
the Xll.vier:Cafeteria during
lunch.
.

lupton To

A~dress

YRs, Conservativ.es
MR. JOHN MADDEN
years for Fairfield!'
Commenting . on education:
<'Some studerits seem to show an
interest in learning greater than
,I anticipated, but there seems to
be among many students an unfortunate limitation of intellectual interests which is evidencect
by their TV habits, lack of interest in current events, lackbf
support of the lecture series, and
an inadequate development of outside reading' interests. Maritain
makes the distinction between the
<natural intelligence' 'and the
<trained intelle,ct.' The natural
intelligence is man's curiosity,
his desire to know, his spirit of
intellectual search. The trained
,intellect is the natural intelligence channeled, disciplined,
made scientific and schQlarly.
!fa wide and general desire to
know is not awakened•••then the
,later training of the intelle«t in
more disciplined ways simply
deadens and narrows the natural
intelligence. And the Jresult will
be the world's most uneducated
man-the specialist. It should
be the job of the earlier years of
education to stimulate the natural
intelligence. In the present state
of education this job falls largely
to the first two years of college.
To create this spirit of curiosity,
to intensify this desire to know
is the greatest cpallenge of the
freshman and sophomore
,teacher."

Mr. John M. Lupton, .Execu-'
. tive Director of the new Connecticut Republican Citizens Committee, will address a joint meeting of the Young Republicans and
the Conservative Club to be held
on 'March 20. The meeting will
be at 7!30 p.m. in Canisius 101.
As Executive Director of the
Connecticut Republican Citizens
Committee Mr. Lupton is making
political history not only in the.
state, but in the nation.
The Committee which Mr. Lup... ton now directs on a full-tim.e
basis is the first statewide organization of its kind in the United
stafes. It is patterned after simi'lar regional programs which have
met with success in the urban
'areaS of Illinois, California, and
Ohio.
Mr. Lupton is acquainted with,
the inner workings of our state
government through three terms
of service in the Connecticut
General Assembly as both state
Representative and senator'. He
served on a· number of legisla,..
tive committees including Gimeral Law, Education, Elections,
Transportation, State Develop:
ment, and Public Utilities.
Mr. Lupton participates per-,
'sonally in community and civic
affairs. He is' a' member of the
Board of Trustees of the National
Coriference of Christians and
Jews, a National Director of the.
Young Americans for Freedom
and a trustee of the TheOdore
Roosevelt N;sociation.

'64 Alumni Dire¢tory Released
Reveals Interesting Facts
The 1964 <edition of theJ,"ai.r'flelaUniversity AlUrrinTOirectory
came off the pressesthis week
and for that special class who are
directory readers, provides·
some interesting data.
First to be noted is the lack
of X's. Not a Xerxes or a Xenaphon. (In a man's school one would
not expect a Xantippe). It is
saved from being a "non-U" book
on'ly' by the grace of Ufizio (David A., '63, Wallingfor~, Conn.);'
andUngerland (Thomas J., '61,
Flushing, L.I.). The Z's cam.e
through nobly with 22.
. Clear winner for last place in
the alphabetical listing is Zysk,
Richard S., '58, (Bridgeport,
Conn.) Nearest to him were several "Zu's". Lead off man again
was Abate, James, '55, (Derby,
Conn.), who barely noses out
Abbate, Fred J., '61; (Hamden,
Conn.) Both are certain to hold
their places in the next direc;tory since the current senior
class can provide only Adamovich to lead off and Wulle to
conclude.
Alumni Director, Rev. George:
S. Mahan, S~J., who supervised
. F0REIGN JOB OPPORTUNITIES
AND TRAVEL••••
.
More job opportunities in Europe this summer, as well a!
'travel programs. Be sure b;
'check Campion Bulietin Board for
'further information. -~---

the preparation ofthedlrecfury;
states that the mobility of Americans makes it difficulLto keep
track of graduates to guarantee
the' completeness of a volume.
Several hundred former students
could not be caught up with in time'
for this edition of the directory,
although approximately 2400 :ire
listed. Since the 1962 directory,
.there have been 1000 changes•..'
These come from new listings
andChangesiri addresses andoccupations.
Since the first class graduated,
just recently (1951), the listing
shows, as expected, a great many
in graduate schools or the armed
forces. One hundred fifty-two
alumni are studying ( a few
teaching) at 62d1fferent graduate
schools in the U.S., Canada and
Europe. (Georgetown University
Law Center has the most, 13). '
Seventy-one are aiding U.S. defense, 22 of them being with the
Air Forces._. . _ . . .. " _
Some 314 companies have entice the bulk of graduates. Alumni preferences indicate the fashion of our times: aircraft and.
missile firms lead off, followed
tightly by communications and
electronics. Pratt & Whitney has
15 grads, Southern N.E. Telephone Co. 14, Sikorsky Aircraft
12, G.E. & Western Electric 11
£ach.. an.d,l~B.M. 8~ Desire for.
longevity apparently took 9 into
Travelers Insurance, while 1
opted for Hartford Accident &
~ndemnity Co. and 4 for Aetna.

POI~L'

'ST·UDENT

FACULTYPEIt..."ONALlTY

companfes With 4 or more grads'
-are B.F. Goodrich, BurndrCorp.,
ancC U:S~~ R?iliberi' ~epi>eridge
Farms gained 6 healthy ones,-,
Teachers (100) in'the Connec;'
ticut secondary and elementary
schools alone outnumber either
,doctors (56), or lawyers (58),
or dentists (31). The one hundred teachers are found in 77
Conn. schools. Those schools
with a concentration of F.U. gradS
are Ansonia H.S., Wilbur Cross
H.S., and Notre Dam.e H.S. (West
Haven), these have 6 teachers
each and Croft H.S. (Waterbury)
has 5. There is no accurate overall report on those in religious
life or those stUdying for the
priesthood. At least .22 have
joined the Jesuits. Two other
grads are lay missionaries, and
-9 are working with the Peace
Corps. Many graduates have se:
aired Ph.D.'s. ,Borneo! these
are in research or teaching;
Edward E. Gar«ia, '57, research
chemist, and Gerald T. Garuey,
'56, Physicist, both are with
Princeton U., James F. Riordan,
. '55, is a research fellow at Harvard Medical School; and Edward
D. Jordan, '53, is director of the
Nuclear Lab at Catholic Uftiversity. Among those in pUblic life
are Probate JUdge Dominic A.
DePonte,
'51, (East Haven,
Conn.), and Conn. state Senators
John J. Reliham, Jr., '52,
(Bridgeport, Conn.) and Edward
J. Caldwell, Jr., '52, (Bridgeport, Conn~)

(Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!"
.; and "Barefoot Boy With Cheek".)

ECONOMICS CAN BE CHUCKLES
Many of you have been avoiding economics because it is so
widely known as "the dismal science." Oh,' good friends, stop
ch,eating yourselves of many a laugh and cheer, because economics is a positive riot! True, it is' called the dismal science,
but that is only because it was invented in 1681 by Walter C.
Dismal.'
It is easy to understand why Mr. Dismal's discovery ot
,economics is today almost forgotten, for the fact is that he
himselfonIy stayed with the subject for two or ~hree days..
After that he took up embonpoint, which means fatness. It is
said that at his apogee, Mr. Dismal reached 1200 pounds. This
later became known as Guy ,Fawkes Day.
It was not until 1776 when Adam Smith published his Wealth
of Nations (or Ozymandias, as it is usually known as) that the
world came to realize what a rosy, twinkly, fun subject economics is. As Mr. Smith showed in his jocular little treatise, '
there is nothing complicated about economics.

When there is a great demand for a product, a great supply
is placed on the market. When there is a small demand, there
is a small supply. Take, for example, castanets. You walk into .
any average American toWn today and I'll wager you won't see
more than eighty or ninety castanet shops. That is because the
demand is small.
For Marlboro Cigarettes, on the other hand, the demand is
great. Thus, you will find Marlboros - with all their yumniy
rich tobacco flavor and pure white Selectrate filter and pliable
soft pack and unpliable Flip-Top box-at any counter where
cigarettes are sold in every one of our fifty great States and
Duluth.
To Adam Smith, I say, belongs the distinction of popularizing
economics. Mr. Smith was followed by David Ricardo. In fact,
everywhere he went he was followed by David Ricardo. Mr.
. Smith finally got so annoyed that he summoned a bobby, as
British policemen are called, and had Mr. Ricardo arrested.
This later became known as the Louisiana Purchase.
Upon his release from gaol, as a British jail is called, Mr.
Ricardo reported to his parole officer, Thomas Robert Malthus.
They soon became fast friends;-and one night over ~ game of
whist they invented the stock exchange, or chutney, as it is
called in England.
,
Well sir, with the British having, you might say, a corrieI' on
economics, the French decided tluit they wanted some economics too. Being, however, a proud nation, they refused
simply to borrow British economics, but insisted on inventing
their own. At first they tried using the truffle hound as a medium
Of exchange. When this proved less than satisfactory, they
switched to pomade. Discouraged by this second disappointment, they finally shrugged and said, "Oh, who cares about
economics anyhow?" and returned to the guillotine and Maurice
Chevalier.
America, I am pleased to'report, had much better success with
economics. Our early merchants quickly broke down economics
into its two major categories-coIns_and folding money-and
today, as a result of their wisdom, we can all enjoythe automatic
toll station.
Well sir, I could go on and on about this fascinating subject,
but I know you're all in a tearing hurry to rush out and sign
up for Econ I. So I will leave you now with two kindly words
of farewell: Gresham's La~'@l964MuBhuJmaD

*

* *

We, the makers of Marlboro Cigarettes, are tobacconists,
not economists. But this much we know about supply and
demand: you demand full flavor in a filter cigarette; we
supply it-Marlboro/

. ,.

.

".
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Pg9r Three.

Six Seniors Admitted Into

Dr. McDonald

University Honor Society

Holds French
Novel Course

Bill Roehler has donatei:F!liS
Rev. James Coughlin, S.J. has .. time and talents to the Drama
announced that six seniors have Society, TheSTAQ, Cardinal Key,
been admitted into the Fairfield the Knights of ColumbUS, and the
University Honor Society.
Winter Carnival Committee. Last
Those admitted were Matthew year he served on the Frosh
! Dwyer, John O'Connell, Michael
Orientation -committee, and was
Curley, Robert Anderson, Wilvice-president of his class. Bill
liam Hoehler and Richard Law- plays and sings lead in The Pineless.
hill Singers. As a preparation
To qualify for the Honor Soci- for laW-SChool, he is a member
ety, Seniors must have attained of the St. Ives Prelegal Guild.
at least an 85% average and have
Bob Anderson is aiming for a
a minimu of twenty activity points career in hospital management
during their first three years. with a degree from e~ther the
The Honor Society has a two- University of Chicago or Duke.
fold purpose; to stimulate Fair- His activities at Fairfield have
field ,studens toward outstanding included the Sodality, the Aca-'
scholastic achievement, and to demic Forum, Bellarmine Series.
stimulate generous and effective· Bridgeport Area Club, Young
participation in extra-curricular Democrats, and has participated
activities.
in the Student Dialogue Movement.
Matt Dwyer has been a member As a member of the Glee Club.
of the Glee ClUb, Treasurer of the . he has also been a Campus MinSt. lves Pre- Legal GUild, and has strel.
been a member of the Sodality
for three years. He is aiming for
a law degree from either 2Fordhan
. or Georgetown.
Dick Lawless who is now the
Prefect of the Sodality, has been
on the Academic Forum and on
the staffs of NEW FRONTIERS
and the STAG. He also was a
The racial revolution in
member of the student dialogue America will be the- SUbject of
movement with students from 'the Bellarmine Lecture schedYale. Next year he plans to attend uled by Fairfield University for
Marquette or Fordham to earn . today, Lincoln's Birthday.
his Masters in Theology, and , Noled1EfglU exPert Rev. Wil':
. then teach on the college level. liam J. Kenealy, S.J. will deMike Curley studied at the liver the lecture at 8 p.m. in'
University of Fribourg in Swit- Gonzaga Auditorium.
.'
zerland last year, and next Fall .. ' Fr:-KeneaIy--wllrspeaKOnne
will do graduate work in English.
legal and philosophic factors beMike has participated in the Glee hind the racial revolution now
ClUb, the Academic Forum, STAG, going forward in the U.S. Law~
NEW FRONTIERS, and the track and Supreme Court decisions affecting racial equality and Segteam.
John O'Connell, who plans on 'regation will be discussed in
detail. Racism is our most criti- ,
doing graduate work in English,
has been president of both the cal problem, he believes. Its
Canisius Academy and the Hartsolution demands general underford Area Club. He has also been standing of the legal and social
a member of the Bellermine factors involved, greater moral
Lecture Series. the Young Demo- courage on the part of'all, qbedience tow 'd law in the South,
crats and the STAG.
and an end to hypocrisy in the
North.
'
Father Kenealy holds A.B.,
M.A., S.T.L., Ph.D. and LL.B.
degrees from Boston College, the
. Gregorian University (Rome) and
Georgetown University. He is
a member of the Bar of the
Supreme Court, the U.S. Court
-' This. semesterF-airfteld Uiii-,
of Military Appeals, the District
·'versity's Graduate School of Edu-'
of Columbia and Massachusetts.
cation will offer 50 courses in
He ,belongs to the Amer. Bar
education, ·social science, matheAssoc., the Amer. Judicature Somatics, physical sciences, art,
ciety, and is a Fellow of the
and the humanities.
Amer. Academy of Arts and
In the cultural area novelist
Sciences. He received a ProclaJohn Louis Bonn, S.J. will conduct
mation of Honor (for civil rights
'a course on aesthetics in literawork) from the State of'Illinois
ture. Palko Lukacs, internain 1963.
tionally known painter, will disPositions he has held are:
cuss problems of modern art.
Dean of the Boston College Law
Among additional cou,rses in biolSchool, 1939-1956; Visiting Proogy this semester is one· by Dr.
fessor of Law, Loyola Univ., New
John Klimas on human physiolOrleans, 1956-1958; Visiting,
ogy.
Professor of Law, Loyola U.,
The academic programs availChicago, 1958-1963. Currently he
able at Fairfield University lead
is Professor of Criminal Law
to the· Master of Arts degree or
and qvil Rights at Boston Col-to the Advanced Sixth Year Cerlege. He is a contributor to
tificate. Available also are cervarious law and legal journals
. tification programs for seconon Civil Liberties, Interracial
dary school teachers, elemenRelations and Interfaith Relatary and secondary school princitions.,
pals and supervisors, school suDuring World War II, as a
perintendents, guidance counselors, and psychological ex- Lt. Commander, he spent two
aminers. The courses are open to and one-half years aboard the
men'and women seeking degrees, battleship U.S.S. California in
the Pacific. He posesses six
professional advancements, further credits or merely interested battle stars. His last appearance
on the F.U. campus was to dein auditing lectures.
Eight hundred .students, the bate William Buckley, Jr. on civil
majority of them pUblic school rilrhts before an overflow crowd
personnel from Connecticut,. are 1n the Gymniisluni" in-l:lfe spririg
currently enrolled in graduate of '62.
classes at Fairfield University.
A small group from Westchester
County ,also attend.

Racial Revolution

Bellarmine Topic

Graduate Courses
Held On Campus

, The following companies are
going to conduct campus interviews in February:
Gristede Bros., Inc.
10
Union Carbide Chemical Co. 11
New England MutUal
12
F .W. Woolworth Co.
13
I.B.M. Seminar
17
Travellers Insurance Co.
18
Upjohn Company
19
, I.B.M.
20-21
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. 21

GREEN ,COMET
DINER

.....

" "TOPS 1M

TOWN"

All lectures on the modern
French novel this coming semester at the Fairfield University
Graduate School will be given iD
French by Professor Gerard B;
McDonald. The course for Frenct
teachers and others with suf·
ficiEmt background will covel
novelists from Balzac to peyre.
fitte and Sartre.Emphasis will
be placed on innovations in style
and cultural viewpoints. Among
modern novels to be treated are
Montherlant's "LaReieve du Matin" , Sartre·s. "La Nausee",
Peyrefitte's "LesAmities Parti- '
culieres", and M:airalN's "'La
Condition Humane". The course'
will be :taught on Wednesdays
from 4:30 to 6:15 through the.
semester which started February 3.
This fSonlyoneor50 courses·
being offered by the FairfieldU.
Graduate School of Education.
The school is open' to students
seeking graduate degrees, professional
advancement,
or
merely interested in ;iuditing lec- ;
tures. The academiC programs
lead to the Master of Arts degree or to the Advanced Sixth
Year Certificate. AVailable also
are .certification programs for·
secondary
school
teachers,
elementary and secondary school
principals
and supervisors,
school superintendents, gUidance
counselors, and psychological
examiners.

ED 3-9555 - fQ 1-'''71T... e-. ......,
..... U . M

}PERSONALITY '

VINCENT D' ALESSANDRO

When Vincent 0' Alessandro
came to Fairfield in 1961 from
Fordham Prep his mother told
him not to do anything but make
the Dean's List. As any normal
prospective
college
student
WOUld, Vinny paid no heed to the
advice. Instead he became at
tlte end of hiSfreshman year the
Deputy, Grand Knight· of the
Knights of Columbus, Ignatian
Council, spent his first summer
working on the Mississippi River for the Sinclair Oil Company
and half way through his Sop~o
more year was appointed Chair,man 'and Editor-in-Chief of The
STAG• .

persevere<1.
His mot her
Though she did not sell insurance
for the Knights, she does read
The STAG we',understand (probably still looking to see if her son
will ever get on the Dean's list).
Academically Vinny is not suffering, and while he is not on the
Dean's List, neither have...seen
his name listed among those this
past week who "sholild see the
Dean immediately." He was
lucky. Mostly he was lucky because The STAG can and does
take a good deal of time. So
what? Vincent is either smart or
he knows someone in the office.
Toward -the end ofthe semester
time came around to decide on
appointing a new editor-in-chief
and chairman of the board. One
day in the midst of this decision
Vinny sliggestedto the news editor that he run an opinion poll
ask1Ilg, "Would you like to be
editor-in-chief of the newspaper?" Most people would think
.that it is at least a responsible
position, perhaps weilding, some
small -influence in campus mat..:
terse
The STAG is a good deal of
responsibility, and no one in
their right mind would take on the
job. You really should be a: little
bit of a nut to do it. Vincent is
a good kind of nut~ He went
through· a whole year Of people
pressuring him to do things, and
people trying to push him around,_,
and trying to push people himself. Now will you make the
Dean's List, Vinny?

Summer Session

CKS To End Ex-Officio Posts
Initiates -Spectus Program

Visits France

,

-::JThe. C:K.S~ is known throughout
the campus, and elsewhere, as a
service organization whose aims •.
are to foster loyalty to the'school
by its participation and assistance in functions,
In its meeting of Jan. 5, however, its motives were not to help
the school, but to help itself••.•
by improvement.
In order to do this, the pre.sident, Charles Bialowas, proposed
a change in the constitution and
by-laws
affecting ex-offiCio
members. According to the
changes, the four ex-officio
spots now available would be
filled by new members coming
from the freshIllan _<:lass. This ..
would boost the freshman membership in the Key to eight. After an extension of a four year
period, the Key membership'
would rise to 42 instead of the
present 34.
Accorcting to -Bialowas, "it is
necessary to abolish the ex-officio spots. These men are not
necessary,and are cumbersome
to_the wo!~ings of the Key.
Another change· came iil the
application to the Key itself. According to this new plan, the
general application is divided
into two sections, The first SeCtion asks general information and
is returned "no later than February 27." The secondpartofth·e
application is filled. out at a later
:date, and it is at· this time that
the Spectus period begins.
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. The Spectus period is no more
than Ii "Heeler" periodofobservationi in which the Key officers.
especially the members, can observe the applicants in experimental duties. For the meantime,
the Spectus period will last until
the 21 or 23 of April. It is hoped
that this Spectus period will be
extended over -a year when the
changes in .the' Key membership
plan become final.
.

The reason for such an extended Spectus period was discussed and explained in this fashion:

The Key is coming out in the
open. We are now trying to clean
house a bit. But before we can
do things for the University, we
must first work for ourselves.
We can do this by making sure
that we accept men of caliber;
men of potentials. This Spectus
period is advisable, for it is in
this fashion that we can tell if we
do have such men. We shotild do
this in fairness to the University.,
and with consideration to the individual.

The Fairfield University SUmmer Sessions in Frarice will
begin on July 4 and end on
AugUst 13. A charter flight from
New York to Paris on July 2
i& available to persons enrolling before February 12.
The program will involve three
weeks at the Jesuit College in
Versailles, in the Paris suburbs,
where' students will have the op-·
portunity to meet .with French
students. The remaining weeks
will be spent at a college in
Avignon during the Avignon Cultural Festival.
The cost of the program will
be $650 maximum, including the .
round-trip flight, surface transportation, room and board, and
tuition. Members of the Fairfield University Faculty will be
on hand to supervise the students.
The group is limited to twentyfive students and arrangements
will be made for securing the
approval ,of the Dean for each
student's intended course. These
credits may be used toward the
students degree.
Three languag"'''''e''---'co..,.·murses. are
offered and classes will be held
each morning with additionallectures on special topics. Six credits may be obtained for each of
these courses. The courses are:
Intensive Introductory French,
Intensive Cultural French, and
French Civilization and Conver-sation. If interested contact Fr.
Johnson S.J., Box 819, Campion
Hall Mail Room.

Boys' Touchdown Coats
With wann- Sharper acrylic lining and woel Itabr;
Cotton and WoOl knit coUar. 'Calacloud s~ ......
Sizes 1.. to

2'U.S24.9C} .

spa., shoulder Stadium Coats· with tab cuthr raJlrocfcl
stitChed.

Popular 38-in. .....h,·.... 36 to "2.

,

BOv.·~"t. Strwt

$27.50
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Can 'Anything' Be' Done? .- ~
The talked ab~ut. balked about
· cafeteria is a problem of mutual concern to all students. Ahhough men
on campus use it more often. all of
us do now and then push aside the
rubbish' collected on the lunch tables
and sit down like the king to his
feast.'
.
The pr<;>blem is being in vestigated
by the .senIOr class officers; it is being
watched by the. Davidson-Duquette
et al, Food Committee (who will
· meet when enough complaints have
been lodged) with the head of the
Beechmont Dairy. . .....
.
.'
HAMMEL'
Yet, one area whiCh has been more'
~
neglected than the food problem
· Ca~d that is possible) is that of proSICI(ER..
cedure iIi the cafeteria. Procedure has
become a rec.ent conversational butt,
HOOTENANY
fue di~ussiori having four facets: ,1)
meal tickets; 2) appearance;.)) ref'
: use: 4) safct:y.
.' : 1) Mandatory' purchase of the
,University meal ticket (three meals
a day for asemestec) is unfair to the
on-campus students. Under this pres'.
~ .
ent system students are required to
......_ _.......
....;.
.....l
pyrchase meals they ,may never eat.
This requirement affects a large num- .
ber of students who go home on
(2) Pete Seeger, who had
weekends, find the food· indigestible,:
.been identified as a member
ot'who sleep through breakfast .
.of the Communist Party, was
Often, one is simp,lynot on campus
convicted of Contempt of
~or a particular meal, having business
Congress upon. refusing to
.. In another place.
.
answer questions' about Party
A
pal}-as-you-eat
program
would
Ip.embership and activities by
resolve this situation. Those who
the House Committee on Unwanted the semester meal.ticket would
American Activities in Aupurchase it. Others would sign for
Aust 1955.
, the meal as they eat, and would be
billed at the end of the month. Theunjustice
of .mandatory meal tie,kets
(3) On February 22,
students must" be
for
on.-campus
1949, Pet~ C;:eeger Was listed
immediately
before unforabolished'
by the' Oatly Worker as a
tunate
circumstances
arise.
participant in the New York
2) Dinner is tradition all y the big~
State Youth Board of the
gest
and best meal of the day. When
<::;Ommunist Pany. On Noa family or grou.p ea·i together they
vember. 15, 1959, Pete Seeger
show by their appearance that, the'
sign~d the Communist Pal"ty
course of the day has not found them'
theSIS. Pete Seeger has more
un;able ,to both look well and, act
than I 2 ci·tations in the
pleasantly.
.
House Committee Report,
In
~U1: dining hall some come to
and at least 6 citations in the'
di,nner in the evenings as if they have.
Senate' Judi-ciary Commi!:'tee
clImbed
down from' a tree with their
on Internal Security.
clothes half hanging £tom them. 'The'
general .. atmosphere 'Cpr kitchen)
would be greatly imptov.ed, if all
(4) In his contempt trial,
the Government informed
the Court tbat in the years
1942-1945 alone, Seeger llad
appeared at 24 separate events
sponsored by CommuniS'!:backed organizations. He was
cited by .the Commit,tee as,'
without' question, . the best
known of aU Communist entertainers.
.

.,'

I

,.

'.' LE77'ER:S . TO THE EDlTO.'"

_ _-,-_.......

....;._.

...:..

I would like to compliment David Freschi on his
constructive analysis of Pete
.Seeger and his skill as a folksinger.
Howe~r, I feel that I must
objeot most strongly when,
in the last paragraph, Mr.
Freschi discusses, not folkmusic. but right and' leftwing politics, or at least his
.
conception of them.
Mr. Freschi clearly inufers
that anyone to the political
right of: Pete Seeger is, in
fact, a non-patriot, a bigot,
or a fool. I. for one, do not
like Pete Seeger, and I resen t
being classified into one of
the three above mentioned
categories by someone who
obviously. doesn't know what
he's talking about.
So now that we've heard
Mr. Freschi's opinion on
what he thinks isn't "too far
le6t, .. let's hear the facts.
Some of the more pertenen t .
facts regarding Pete Seeger
and his . politics are as fol-'
lows:
( I) He is typical of the
enitertainer who gives his time
and talent to the support of
the Communist apparatus.
He has been engaged in Com'. munist activities for two (?)
decades .' as well as being a
puppet of the communist
conspiracy a:s a folk-singer.

.Many Thanks
. I would like to take this opportumty to thank all those who contri- .
bu·ted their time and efforts to the
succesS of this year's Wititer Carnival. I would first like to thank the
members of the Committee who so
willingly gave of their time with no
external reward for themselves.
Without their aid. there could never
even' have been a Winter Carnival.
Next, I would ·like to thank the
Queen's Contest; Judges Miss Mary
Kirk, Fr. O. E. Nickerson S.J., and
Mr. Carmen Donnarumma for their
time and patience at a -rather unenviable job.
No list would be complete without thanking all those )'Tho attended.
For it's th~ people who attencl that
make a weekend and no amount of'
planning could ever replace them.
Lastly, I would like to thank Fr.
William Carr S.3., our moderator,
whose. words of encouragement kept
me g010g when 'all else failed.
I realize that I have omitted many (too mi1OY) names but I only hope
they do not feel they have been forgotten because they could never be
forgotten.
.
Gratefully,
George M. McGinn,
General Chairman.

(5) Pete Seeger was again
convicted·for cO!1tempts of
Congress on March 30, 1961
but this conviction was reversed by a' higher court on"
the grounds that the Committee did notrilake clear to
him the purpose of tJ1eir.
Questions.
( 6 ) Pete Seeg¢.r h~s been .
on the fa,ulty of the Jefferson School· of' Social Science
which was' dosed after being'
ruled as a Communist Trained under the assumed name
. ing Sch()OI. but was re-open.of . New' }fork Schools for
Marxist StudY.

.,.
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Defenders'- of· this' folksinger spread apparently socalled innocuous nature of his
performance ,and igno~e the
fact that he promotes the
Corrimualst Party's drive for
respectability and its fundraising activities.
In the future, it is to be
hoped that Mr. Freschi bases
his material· on the facts and
not his personat uninformed
opinions.
Sincerely,
John J. Timmel, '66

_ ~ere req.uired to weal' a jacket and.
tie to dmrier.. By oUt own appear- ,.
~nces we. could ,provide a dining hall'
mto ~hIch students may be at ease'.:
to bnng. parents; friends, or dates af
,any time. 'Dungarees and shorts are
.' taboo now according to regulations..
T -shirts, sweat shirts, moth-eaten
sneakers, baseball un iforins, etc.
~hould also ~ outlawed. If a man
wants to .eat, his dinner- in a locker'
room at~Q.~B);ere the Gym provides .
ample faCIlities. .'
'.
}) If atmosphere can be improved.
..by our appearance., and it can, then ..
cer,tain' other ,things may add to the"
enjoyment of the me:al, if not the
taste of it. ~he music which has
·been piped. in~o the cafeteria is' exceUent; how-ever, speakers should be
,placed ,around .the' hall to provide
, volume balance.
.
.
'.
'.
Again,,if diners were to wear jackets and ties, bus boys should be hired
by the, kitchen staff from among .the
students to dear away trays and wipe
tables at dinne{. No individual would
·be required to return his tray. From
four to .six boys could' be stationed.
around the cafeteria arid would be
responsible' for cle,aning one area as
·people leave. making room for others.
4) Safety, according to the cliche, .
should be first; .in the STAG it is'
· fourth; in the cafeteria it is forgotten.
The throwing about .the room. of
large metal 'racks for glasses must
come to an end. With lines leaving
,the serving area and arriving at the
refuse area, there should be a hand
on every moving object. It is only
ten steps from the cash register to the
table for ,milk glasses.
In addition, the floor under the
used glass table should· be kept clear
of extra glass racks .and should be·
· kept dry throughout the meal. An} othera-rea must be found to store
the~ilk can doHy. The present posi.
tion near the elevatOJ: is a hazard and .
accidents or near accidents are experienced at every meal. .
Meal times are an important part
of <l person's schedule. Sanitary, safe
an~
pleasant surroundings will
bnghten an already dull meal. Unless
improvements are made .in several
areas, the cafeteria 'will have failed'
i'n its duty.
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ONIONPATCH
COUNCILOR RESIGNS
"I see by the papers that one of our S~ydent Councilors has resigned.
:Like many other stUaents,. 1 wonaeTwny• .JUst What lana 01 a sltUafion
woUld prompt SUCD action? Was it ~ Interminable wrangling of the"
Council over picayune points? Was it the unimaginative and reactionary attitude of the Council? Or was it a mere grandstand play?
. The reasons for resignation have to be both personal and publlc.
. Persollal, because a m.an cannot participate long in a typical Student
Council debate without loosirlg :h'1s' self':teSpect. Yettesigning for'
purely personal reasons woUld betray the trust of the councilor's
constitutuents. In conscience he inust fulfill his obligations to his
class as he sees best. Herein lies his publiG duty; and reasons for
resignation.
. .•
. Within tile next few months student government at'Fairfield will
reaeha crisis point, a point; in facti of life or death. A new com, prehensive .Student Government Constitution will be presented for
.litudent approvfU. and, _nodo~gf,will be passed•. Then what? A miracu- .
lous ~f~rmation of student govetnme~t to allvmg en~ybe.' .
-But more likely .the stillbirth of a l1feless form.' Unless we do something about it.
. '
..
, For the new government will need two basic ingredients: student~ ..
and moiley~
.
'
. The purpose of student gOvernment is not to usurp powers that
coUld be better handled by the school'administration, but to assist "
'the administration in' providing social and academic leadership
where it is needed. To do this' the government needs dedicated,
,imaginative workers. And let's admit that tOday, as in the past, our·
most competent' students are not On ijle Council. Very few see'm .
genuinely interested in these offices for the purpose of rendering
meaningfUl service. In this' yeaI"'s senior class there were only
enough students running to fill the availa,ble .positions. The other.
classes did not' much better. ~If student government is to.live, it
must· have the interest of qual1fied .candidates' and an intelligent
electorate. Perhaps a resignation will wake up Fairfield to this fact
of life.
. The second ingredient, money, is a. very old and necessary evil.
Students have often cried for power in their council. Well money, you
know, is power. That is why, beginning with next semester and the
new constitution, we must have a compulsory student activities fee to
subsidize campus publications. social and cultural events. sports
admissions, and other valuable fields of interest'-A student fund for
this purpose will foster more independence, creatiVity, and activity
in student endeavors. An activities fee is long overdue, and a must for
successful government•..
But in the end the answer to this councilor's resignation Gan only
come from his constituents. Someone once said that people' mainly
get the kind of government they deserve. In our case this ·seems so
very true. In the next few months students will dedae whether they
really want a. student government at Fairfield.
.
Our resigned councilor can't 10se.. 1f as he hopes, this resignation.'
sparks some student action, he will have made his point. But if it
doesn't spark action, there will be no student government, and he may
as well have resigned anyway.
..

* *.*
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Spectating Spectlls Spectations Or,
B!!~~ling The.Cardinal Key
Behind the scenes organization · CardtDaJ. Key Societfiwas doing.; sider carefUlly his abfl1ty to fulMore exciting, no one really' _fill therequlrements.
is one of the most difficult tasks
cared. Charles Bialowas, PresiDuring a period of observation
for any group. largely because
dent .of the Key, was tingling .t~e qUalities of the applicants.
it appears somehow to be effec;';
will be carefully surveyed, but
with the joy Of t~ idea. With
tive only in its own terms -'
no one to bother him (not even
the applicant should be aware that
to have no real link with the
tt,.e STAG) he has helPed. to build
he has been asked to do 'no more
achievement of final goals.
and organization on campus that
than display. a willingness" and
The last five years in Fair· is doing suprisingly what it is .ability to serve - to act with no
field'~. history have seen a good
supposed to be doing. True there- promise of reward. It is a grand
. deal of this type-. of planning.
are"sevel'lil iDen .sitting on the
position to be assumed by anyone,
One' could sit for ·hours in a
meeting of the Student'Govern- ' . Key who are influential··in tile.' and the Key has the character of
a lay organization that may do a
affairs of their class, bUt how
ment or the STAG editorial board
many people in lfClass can tDe
good deal for the individUal.
the. CardinalcKey Society l!Il.d
president affect with so many
Presently, the Key 1s composed
think at the end of it that nothIng really had been accomplished.' other groups pressuring the in-.. of 34 men~ four are ex-officio and
not required to do a good deal.
Far too often the leaders and "dividual. They are, in fact, in a
mem1:ers of these groups. and • social position, e~cept in terms' If the Key abandons its ex-offj,cio
membership (the presidents of
of their influence on the student
their related groups,'are disthree classes and the president
heartened by the f~ct no real cdn-, Council. The' truth of the matter is that the Cardinal Key' as
of the Studell.t Council) it should
clusions have evo!ve~.
at the same time increase its
-"""Tlie Cardinal Key Society on. .a, group could not really affect
disciplinary or political goingsmembership to a projected 42
. campus was formed five years
members.
The University is
ago in .order to provide persons on at Fairfield if they wanted to
growing, and more organizations
to . fulfill the services required do so. The miQP of the Key is
should takeadvant'ageoftheKey's
by the expanding nature Of the · styled to determine ways to serve
Key.
.services.
The Key should con-.
·
the
school
and
to
make
the
University. Within a few years
there was a mentality about the. fUnctiofi:W~ij;it knowsv~~lit{je . tinue to enroll the top men in.
about campus politics never havthe four classes, but should have
Key that displeased the memenough members to allow these;
ing been called upon to make debers publicly while' some memcisions
in
that
area.
Some
memgOOd
men to aff~ct other orgllJl1-~
bers secretly fostered the image
bers never should be and some
zationa 3.$ weu.:;
.'
.,'
in their hearts. It was the idea
who have been would 'have done
TIle "Spectus" or observation
'i.hat the Key members are bette.r
a greater service to turn down the period of the Key is in its early
than everybody ElIse because they
opportunity, for they have little to 'stages i . but it should M strong
had to' have .a certain average
offer in the way of campus go_ when completed, and will result
·and the approval of the Dean tb
vernment. Yet, the converse is in the installation of the best apbe admitted.' The Key was the
"R,ector's baby boy" accordfugto 'also true. There can be little plicants. Conceivably, the period
its critics, and the baby boy'S doubt that the Key numbers in will last for a full semester,
her ran~ sorile of the most caduring the Spring of Freshman
enjoyed the 'sweet infancy.
The Key, like the Student Go- 'pable men on the campus. They' year when the bulk of the class's
are serving
volunteering to membership will be accepted. In'
·vernment and tire STAG, are beserve, and they are in a sense' the later years men of.,proven
ginning to grow up, and the first
in a singular position Applica- ability in otl)er areas may be
problem that it has face(lis the
t1ons. are available at'thiS time, brought successfully into the Key
·fact that unless it is do~g soJ1'le,.
and students must have a certain group and will take their position
~i~_ the schOOl. (big daddy) ,
They had better either get off ave-rage to be ~ member ~t as servers to ·the University.
the campus or start doing somE!- ~there is another and mor: im- They are not the Rector's Swiss
portant prerequisite. Because the Guard, and it is hoped that no
thing~
Last week the Key Society Key is made of men who trust member considers himself to be.
opened up its green door to the their officers and offer advice SUCh.. They are men who, in their
when called upon, but mostly do' generosity and awarness ofcam-'
campus·newspaper and. revealed,
in relative terms, the best-core their service, it is indeed some- pus ac::t1vities and growth, realize
group on the campus: Silent for a thing of an honor to be a mem- the ne~d for people who will do a
semester, no 'one (certainly Dot; ber (or it should be so) and the. job, any job at all. All that re-I
mains for them 1s to be invited
,the Freshmen). knew what the prospective applicant should con-'. to
serve..
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A recent issue of AMERICA contained; by my 'count, nearly a
hundred college ads. The ad from Fairfield UnIversity distinguished
itself as being by far t~ most innocuous, unimaginative, and inane. ~~~~~~~~£Ssa:l~CSSSSiICSSSSiICSSSSiICSSSSiICSSSSiI~~~~·'Copy as follows: Fairfield University, Fairfield, Connecticut...a
Jesuit liberal arts college for men...boarding accommodations in'
three new residence halls ... grad~ate department of education - coeducational.,.Fairfield University (between Connecticut Turnpike Exit
22, Merritt Parkway Exit 44).
Surely We can say SOMETHING more .sUbstantial about our col':'
lege. Or is it. that we, like Hershey Bars, are so well known that we
FairfiEi'ldUniversity is inauguhave no need to advertise???
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University Drama Society
To Stage Macbeth In _Spring

Classical Music
Congress has lately been the target of sustained criticism from
the news media. The critics allege that Congress is too slow, too
lazy, and that the rules under which it operates are outdated. ThUS,
the New York TIMES states that the 88th Congress "has done little and
took an unconsciably long time:to do even that•••" Walter Lippmann,
in an artiCle entitIed 71Governmern Unworkab~called the 8lffil "a
bad Congress", further stating that the country "needs and deserves
to have abetter one". The liberal National Committee for an Effective
Congress says that President 'Johnson will have to speed up a
slow-down Congress.
In the face of this formidable criticism, are there any circumstances which mitigae in Congress' favor? Congress' critics might do
well 'to take into consideration several circumstanceS which make it
more difficult for the Congress to exercise its legislative duties.
The proliferation of government agencies and the ambitious efforts
of the federal government to regulate a complex society magnify the
task'
Congress~-In 1934 there"wer'e approximately 200 federai
bureaus and commissions employing about 500,000 people. Today the
number of federal ag~ncies has jumped to 2,000 and there are 2.5
million federal employees. The greatly increased number of federal
agencies makes the annual authorization and appropriation offunds a
long drawn out process. In earlier years Congress could usually
finish its business by July 4; nowadays it is running almost continuous
sessions.
The assumption of world leadership by the United states following
, World War II has incr-eased Congress' workload. ThUS, Congress today·
, spends twice as much time in the consideration of foreign affairs as
• it spent before 1939.
Beginning with Franklin D. Roosevelt, Presideilts have adopted the
, practice or presenting the Congress with a series of 'must' proposals
. which increase their already staggering work lo~d. The proposals have
become so numerous that, as Sen. Harry Byrd has remarked, it is impossible for a single representative or senator to consider thoroughly
.
, the federal budget.
Congressional critics are beset t.>rE~se assumption which colors
,:heir whole approach to Congress; they assume that when the J>resi-,
dent proposes that the Congress should act, and when the Congress'
rails toeniCt the President's propOsals', tIiis' ispri'ma fade eVidence
of a Congressional failure. The New York TIMES states that Congress
has a GonstItutional obligation to function as a legislature. This is
- quite, true; b!1t the. ~T~E~ 'shoul!!have-addecftiiat it is as much tb~
function of a legislature to reject a Presidental px:oposal as. it is to
pass it. Frank Meyer make~ this point in an article in NATIONAL
, REVIEW, and he goes further to state that Congress might legislate
'effectively by negatIve' IeglSIition, i.e:;- oy'repeaiIng some of the
• 'legisTation presently on the statute books. "The superstition thaffias
been developed in recent years that Congress is somehow obligated'
to pass into law whatever the President proposes'is a gross distortion
of the President's minimal constitutional relation to legislation."
The slow pace of Congress in the passage of legislation is presumed
to be a fault of the Congress. Far from being a fault in our constitutional system, the slow progress of Congress may well be an aSset.
Congress, by refusing to be rushed (except in cases of national
emergency when it has acted without delay), prevents the hasty and inconsiderate enactment of legislation. The much maligned Congressional hearings present each group in the nation with sufficient
opportunity to present its views. 'They provide the Congressman with
ample opportunity to weigh conflicting viewpoints and to make the
necessary judgements as to the best national policy. Repres,entatives, in particular, by having to face the voters every two years, are
, forced to reflect accurately their constituents views if they wish to
remaill in office.
Congressional critics have proposed their solution for what they'
term the problem of the Congress. They would have senators and
representatives elected to four year terms to run concurrant with the
.presidential term. This proposal is particularly dangerous. It would
destroy the autonomy ana-iitdependtmceof'the Congress: Congressmen and senators would be dependent on national presidential
campaigns for their election. The proposal would certainly create a
unanimity of national policy, but only at, the cost of an equally.
valuable diversity of interests which the Congressman represents.
As it is now, Congressmen are able to maintain a degree of independence from the executive branCh; they are not confined by the rigid
party discipline which characterizes the parliamentary system. This
is as it should be; for it allows Congress to act as a check on the
'
over-zealous proposals of the executive.

or

Film Society

~resents

Two Bergman Filnis
The film Society will present
'two films, "The Seventh Seal",
and ;'The Magician," directed by
Ingmar Bergman, tomorrow night'
in Gonzaga Auditorium. '
, "The Magician" has bE!'en
called a tour-de-force of Gothic
Cinema and a thinking man's
horror film, designed to ,cast
:doubt on our most ordinary pre-·
ceptions. "The Seventh Seal"
was lauded as "a strange, power-.'
ful, exqUisitely poetic 'allegoryof
man's search for God ang truth
in a world beset with bewilder,ment, confusion, ignorance and

The next program w1U be presented Feb. 26, and will feature
four short films' "A Time out
'of War", a givil. War draI!la;
i'The Red Balloon", a French
fantasy; "GreenWiCh Village ~Uit
day", a documentary about an
average day in the Village; and
"Begone Dull Care", an experimental color film sychronizing
movement With jazz.
superstitiOli"'hy Cue magaZine.,
An interpretation of the film
will be given by William Za-~
vatsky '65, president of the film;
society.

Society Formed
A group of students interested
in classical music are organizing
a classical musical society. The
purpose of the society would be
to further the knowledge and appreciation of classical music.
Dr. Ross, who has long had a
personal interest in orchestra
music, and Mr., LUkacs, who began his formal training iIi theory
at Vienna, have offered to moderate this music society.
Several years ago, the St. Ce'celia Academy was also a society founded for music lovers
Who had a special interest in
classical music,: A large number of students attended the initial
meetings of the academy, but
their interest waned. At the end
of the year, the academy con"sisted of five or six members
and was not re-established the
foilowing year.
Therefore, a new effort is being
made to organize another classical music societyf the personal
interest and efforts of the members ()f the student' body will determine if this classical music
society will begin arid end in the
·same way in which the St. Cecelia Academy began and ended•.

, VERA MEYERS AND JIM MAJOROS will play the principle roles
_of the spring production of Macbeth; directed by Robert Emrich.

DR. NORMAN
,contino from page 1, col. 5
the other part unemployed.
II When
people are unemployed
'they cannot buy the products
made by automation. So where
are we."
The Fairfield Professor sug-,'
gested that it would be a grand
idea to have the late President
Kennedy receive the Nobel Peace
Prize posthumously for his efforts toward the Test Ban Treaty.
He favors all safe and ,reasonable efforts toward disarmament, ,
but until such disarmament oc- ,
curs he feels, we must $trengthen our alliances from NATO to
SEATO~

He said that he was a strom~:
supporter of the United Nations,
both in the field of International
Security and of human betterment. He also stated that he opposed recognition of Red China
and feels that America should
,tak,e more' thoughtful and vigorotis action through the Organization of American States to
isolate or remove the Red cancer of Castroism 'which is
spreading in Latin America and
even East Africa.
BesJdes Pro Norman, messug n e u r s Lennon of Greenwich, .
Werner of panbury, Daley of
Fairfield, and Irwin of Norwalk
have similar aspirations to the
congressional seat.

Happy' anniversary William
Shakespeare! This year, in commemoration of the 40Dth anniversary of Shakespeare's birth,
the Drama Society of Fairfield
University will present 'Macbeth
for their spring prod~ction. '
The play' win be prodUCed and
directed by Mr. Robert G.-Emerich, ,assistant professor of Eng~ish here at Fairfield. Miss Elizabeth Farrell -will assist the di""
reetor.witQ the staging. This isto
be- the i'most elaborate" pro-'
duction the society has put on
under his auspices. Mr. Emerich, who was formerly with
N.B.C. cr.V.) in a production
capacity, has done summer stock
and, other Off-Broadway work.
'He studied drama at the Catholic University, Fordham University, and' Oxford University.
Vera' Meyers is cast' as Lady
Macbeth and Jim Majoros will
also' playa principal part. Both
we1!e featured in last year's.Glass
Manangerie. Readings for casting
were started last week and will
be 'continued into this week followed immediately by rehearsals
and practice sessions. Anyone
interested in taking part in the
show or participating in any,way
is asked to cont.act Mr. Emerich.

Thanks to Fr. Mullin aDd a
capable, dedicated working force,
the dramatics club has the Fairfield Unive1!sity' Playhouse for
their showing. Mr. Emerich reiated, "People were surprised
that we are playing Skakespeare
in the "Little Theatre', .. but went
on to explain that there is better
frontat Viewing space and more
depth than in Gonzaga auditorium.
The Drama Society, now in its
. ninth year, originally put on its
works at the American Festival
Theatre in Stratford. 'This cost
time, tempers, 'money, and a lot
ot extra work. "Little Theatre"
is a blessing.' In order to make
<full use of the playhouse, 'the
dramatics club has future plans'
which include three productions
in a year. This will also help
,to introduce new, unknown talent.
Expansion seems to be the word!
Good itick to Fr. John J~ McCarthy, the new Drama Society
moderator. Father guideddramatics at Boston College for nine
years ending in 1961 when he went
to Bagdad and directed· talent
there. He will take care of lighting and scenery technicalities.

Macbeth 'will come alive again
on Friday and -Saturday nights,
April 10 and 11, and on April
16, 17, 18 at 8:30 p.m.

HAVE YOU BEEN IN TO, USE YOUR
DISCOUNT CARD FOR. THE
NEW SEMESTER?
,Remember: Your student discount applies to everything we do
fQr you-SHIRTS, TROUSERS, JACKETS, COATS . . . ALL KINDS
OF REPAIRS AND ALTERATIONS . . . MISC. LAUNDRY "AND
.ROUGH DRY LAUNDRY

. BLANKETS AND SPREADS

EVERYTHINGI
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

FAIRFIELD CLEANERS

Your Bookstore on Campus

CAMPION HALL

Texts,

Paperbacks,

Jewerry, - noveltie~,

stationery, assorted cards,

gifts~

wearing

apparel,

notebooks ani other

school necessities

J580 POST ROAD
DAILY 7-6

FAIRFIELD CENTER

255-1068
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Winter Carnival Hailed A .Success
-January> lor· student. :.fIf
. least, is the cruelest month;
neverfheless, with the seriousness behind George McGinn'
lind his committee launched
the first event of the annuitt'
Winter Carnival on Januiii:y
J 1 which saw the crowning
of Miss Virginia Anicka /u
. Queen of the weekend.
Ginny, who wqs'escorted
to the Carnival by Jim
Davidsori~~is a .senior at PemIJroke.Co.llege-in Rhode. 7s"'d and [ives in Gt::eat Barc
nngton, Mass.
Sitting down was almost
impossible Saturday a,t ,t"'.'.
• ternoon party, and In i~
ft!ening McGinn provided
three bands to keep the dancr'ng going all night.
The task of keeping everyone awake on Sunday morning was left to Mr. Carmen'
Donnarumma, whose com-"
ments on guys and dolls may
not only have awakemd· but
tlls6 enlightened a few atrmdees of· thP.communion

T_". _,._,_

breakfast.

been

aton,. ..JW ..." by

many students.

Some bold
apprehensions had bee n
voi~ed about the a[ways importar:it event, and actually
the concert by The. Letter- .
men and c.arolyn Hei't¢r was
the best double bill ever to
appear at the Univ.ersity.
Now weknowror oun~v~
that Carolyn Hester's voicer's
the best in the folk singing
field and with her finalnumber, a spoof on the 1959
rock and roll favorite "Teen
. Angel," she won the crowd.•
. The Lettermen provided the
excellent sound heard on all
their recordings, and. at thtt~
same time' proved that t11l .
three individually
"",
,. . . .htwe
. . eJlUl-·

.

Fr. McGrath, Dr. Murphy
·Appear On T.Y. Series
Rev. Thomas A. McGrath, S.J.,
Director of Psychological Services and Associate Professor of
,Psychology 1p the Graduate
i. School at Fairfield University.
i discussed the function of Psychological Services in a college
, education show on WNAB, Sunday,
:. Ja~lUary _12, at 1:05 p.m.
Father McGrath is also Chair! man of the Psychology Depart: ment at the University, Director of Counselor Training in the
Graduate School, and Chief PsyI chblogist on the staff of the Kennedy Center for Retarded Children in' Bridgeport. A native of
Quincy, Massachusetts, Father
McGrath received an A.B. and
,M.A. from Boston College; a
· Master's Degree in Psychology ,
from Catholic University; and a
Ph.D. in Psychology from Ford", ham Uni~ersity.
Rev. TaOMAS McG~ATH
With him on the discussion was
Dr. John Kenyon, assistant pro· fessor of Psychology at Fairfield U. '
guarantee ·that incOJIling students
have the abil1ty for college work, .
On the folloWing Sunday, Father
but they cannot guarantee student
Thomas A. McGrath, S.J.andDr.
success. students tha( do fail ofVincent Murphyofthe Psychology
ten have motivational or emo· Department at Fairfield Univer,tional problems. The psychologisity appeared on the CBS-TV procal service of.~ col~egt;lhas the
gram "The Way To Go". They
discussed the need and fUnction of
psychological services for col. Dr. 'Murphy -is Assistant Prolege students today. Moderator of
fessor of Psychology and Assisthe program was Orlllond Dr:i.ke,
tant Director of Psychological·
Director of the Town Hall.
Services. He received his B.S.
challeng~· to' keep students
'Degree from Columbia and his
only happy but productive in colM.A. and' Ph.D. from Fordham
..!ege.
University. -.Before he came to
Fairfield, he was Director of,
A major part of the program.
d th
i
h
Guidance at Canisius College,
concerne
e serv ces, emp aBuffalo. He is a member of the
sizing the problems of the underachieving college student.
AmeriCan Psychological Assoc.,
Such a student has sufficient
the American Catholic Psycho; \falent for collegElDUtoftenflunks
logical Assoc., the· American
I 'or does not ptoduce as we"ilashe
Personnel and Guidance Assoc.
should. This is the most common . e also is on the Board of Diproblem among, college students ;rectors of the Natlonal Catholic
and the most difficult to deal with. ' Guidance Conference, and is EdiScreening procedures used b
tor-in-chief of THE CATHOLIC
., cbllege admissions offices tOda;COUNSELOR.
>
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by Richard F. Meehan
At a recent meeting of the
Knights of Columbus Fraternal
Activities Chairman, Lou Krodel,
presented the Knight of the Month
Award for November to RQnald
Bianchi '64. Bianchi, whQ is in
bis third year with Ignatian Council,· is the present First, Trustee
and last year was Chancellor of
the Council. During November
.Ron arranged for the Council to
hold a Blood Bank in conjunction
with the annual Cardinal Key Society Blood Bank. ,Through his
efforts, 66 pintsofbloodwentinto
the K. of C. Bank, which may be
freely drawn on by any Knight of
our Council in need of blood.
Besides recently being named
head of'the Nominating Committee, Ron is also planning another
Blood Bank to be held during the
month of April.

***

Tom Connors, Chairman of the
Membership ~ InsJ.lrance Committee, has announced that the.
Spring set of Degr~s will be held
. on March 2, 5, and 8•. All perspective candidates must submit
applications before the .last week
of February so that sufficient
time will be left for interviews.
",ri'yone 'interested in becoming a
candidate for these degrees may
obtain ail application .from any
member of the Membership Committee or from Tom Connors in
Loyola 121.

** *

. Before Christmas, IgIiatian
Council presented food, blankets
and toys to five needy families
in the Bridgeport area. Funds for
the project, headed by Fred Lorensen, were obtained by a council raffle held at the last set of
degrees.

--**

iii

The next meeting of Ignatian
Council :will be a regular business meeting on Wednesday, February 19 at 7 p.m. in C-20l.

I.. •

Fairfield Glee Club Combines With Elms

Curtin To Head

For On-Campus Concert

Senior Week
Jim Curtin '64 has been appointed chairman of this. year's
·Senior Week. The gala, exClusi.vely senior event will be held
June 3 thru 8.
Jim, a candidate for the BBA
degree, comes from Waltham,
. Mass. He is :married and lives
on Mill Hill Rd. in Fairfield.
His aim after graduation is to
,teach on the high school leveL
Regarding Senior Week, he said
.that he hoped to enlist the sup- ,
port and participation of the en- "
tire class, and suggestions from.
,class members are more than
welcome.
The Cardinal Key Society will
back the Week in regards to arrangement, ushering and other
assistance
-"
.......they may. neec;l.
..

Von Cook '63' Returns

To Campus''''
As Insurance Agent

Director and officers of the Fairfield University Glee Club
Standing - left to right: Daniel J. Carney, '64, President, Mr •.
.Simon Har:i.k, Director, Nell M. Dempsey, '64, Secretary, Edward J.
'Shine, '65, Vice President. Seated: Stephen J. Delehanty, '64,
Treasur~r.

A combined concert byjhe Glee
IClubs of the College of .Our Lady
iof the Elms of Chicopee 11l1dFairIfield, will be presented in Gonzaga Auditorium on Sunday, Feb.
16 at 3:00 p.m.
.
.
This concert is open to all
.students, parents and friends, and.
will probably be- one of the few
"no charge" ,~ncerts held on
campus this year.
Mary McPQDaJ.d, director of the
Elms Glee ClUb, and Mr. Simon
Har:i.k, director of the Fairfield
,fJ1.ee Club have promised an in-

teresting concert-highlighted by
such pieces as " Ave Maria,"
"Clair de Lune" by Debussy,
"Let There be Music" by Williams, Medley from "Oklahoma," selections from Mozart,
Handel, and Chopin, and medleys
of Elms Songs and Fairfield
songs.
The University Glee Club will
also present the Bensonians as
they sing "Close Harmony Ballads", and the Campus Minstrels
in their arrangements of "Laughing On The Outside", "Saloon",
and "The New Ashmolian Band".

familiar fables

·K of C· NOTES

David $_ Aurandt.
EVANGELIUM (?)
IN PRINCIPIO ERANT ARTES LmERALES
ET ARTES, ERANT APUD UNIVERSITATEM FAffiFIELDENSIS
ET ARTES ERANT SECUNDUM TRADITIONEM JESUITAE
HAEC ERANT IN PRINCIPIO APUD F AffiFIELDENSEM
OMNES PER CURSUM ARTIUM (SECUNDUM TRADITIONEM)
SCRIPTORES PRAECIPUOS ANTIQUOS LATINOS ET GRAECOS
, STUDUERUNT
ET SINE II?SO STUDIO G1UDUM ARTIUM, ACCIPERET NEMQ
QUi LlTTERAS LATINAS·GRAECASQUE NON STUDET .
IN IPSIS VITA ERAT TOTA
ET VITA ERAT VITA HOMINUM TO'rA
ET VITA EX IPSIS EMERSA EST
ET NUNC VIDETUR NEMINEM:COMPREHENDERE
FUIT NOTA MISSA DE OFFICIO STUDIORUM
. HAEC VENIT IN TESTIMONIUM LEGIS NOVI
llT TESTIMONIUM PERHmERET DE STuDIO NOVO.
UT OMNES CREDERE NT IN STUDIUM NOVUM
NON ERAT STUDIUM ARTIUM LmERALUM
SECUNDUM TRADITIONEM ALTAM JESUITAE
SED HOC STUDIUM ERAT SCIENCIA SOCIALIS ..
SECUNDUM TRADITIONEM NULLAM
ET NOVUMSTUDIUM,NON ERAT VITA HOMINUM TOTA
SED SOLUM ERAT VITAE HOMINuM,PARS
ET NOTA ILLA ERAT TESTIMONIUM
UT TESTIMONIUM PERHmERET DE STUDIO NOVO
UT OMNES CREDERE NT STUDIA HAEC DUO ESSE UNUM.
LEGENDUM EST OMNIVUS' SUPRA QUI JNTELLEGERE POSSUNT•
PROPTER
LATINUM MEUM VENIAM OMNIUM PETO, ET ARTmus LmERALI. BUS VERIS
,
, ET GRADU ARTIUM APUDUNIVERSITATEMFAIFIELDENSISDICO:
AVE.ATQUE VALEI
> '

'

* * *
misconception on

It may be a
my Part, but in view of so, many
recent changes .we have beEm hearing about with regard to curricu~um' and the like there seems to be an almost self-satisfied attitude
wUhin the student body. Perhaps this is merely the same old story
of apathy that was last year's dead horse and dirty word. Can it be
ture that no one cares about the. academic future of Fairfield University? It would not appear so from the large number of complaints
one hears tha:t the. school is small-time, second rate 'and doomed to
obscurity. These. all sound very much like the answers· to every problem the school is having and the solutions to nothing. Can it be that
we are all· so well, pleased' about the great showing we, made over
nation-wide television that we are now convinced of our excellence
and <:an sit back on our laUrels because all has been done? Then too it
may be that exam timl;! is not the time to be involve4 with anything else.
I recall last year when there was so much enthusiasm about the
,Academic Forum. During the past semester I think I heard it mentioned once or twice. It will be very unfortunate if such an insti":
tution dies, because here was a real chance for the scholastic needs
lnd'desires of the students to be heard. Perhaps the reason we ,have
not heard more of the A.F. is because of the recent lethargy on the
part of the' student Council. Does. it not call to mind those words
of the· well-known Poet: "Parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus·'
mus"? ·All the Arts students will know what I mean. The promise
of things was great last year, and this applies not only to tlie excite·ment over anew student government. But it now seems that because
we have succeeded in having a few good lectures, movies and a
triumphant College-Bowl team it is time to stop. We have no where
else to go.
Well, this has just been a start and the added push and boost that
we needed; and to let it die would be to put us back where we were
before these things happened. There is a saying that progJ;.ess is
never made by standing still, in fact, to stand still is to go backward.
Now. that, change is in the air and now that we have the necessary
impetus and medium through which to make our own wishes heard we
cannot say the heck with it. The Administration has. made an opening
move, but the students are the U~iversity~

Alumni Homecoming
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Held Over Weekend
The"Annual numecomiiig Week~ .
at Fairfield, held February
8, consisted of a basketball gam~;
'between Fairfield and Hunter;
College and a social in Ber-'
chmans HalL
The weekend was sponsored bi
the Alumni Board and directed
by John D. Sullivan, former Captain on the Fairfield basketball
team in '49-'50. Mr. Sullivan,.
works at People's Saving Bank
and manages the nationally fa'mous st. Raphael's Golden Buc.eaJ}e.ers•.
~nd

"A protective UmlJrella for .
every need," says Travelers InFLAHIVE ,AND WOLFE ,~
suranceagent C,. Donald Cook
, contin:' from page 1, col. 2
'63. As a recent FU almnus,
Cook has returned to the· campus
and -met Gerry who traveled bi
to present those in the market
bus. ,The pus trip was long and
for insurance ~ plan which he
hard but well worth it. In Rio,_
says "is suited to the budget of
they stayed by the Copacabane
a college senior who is about to.
Beach~ After five days· they
take his first step into the
headed back to Argentina retracbusiness world."
ing their steps through Sao Paolo.
Cook, who operates from the
They split up to meet again in
Travelers office in 13ridgeport,:
Lima, Peru before the hop to
has been on campus several times
Miami and then Fairfield.
a week' for the past month to
, One of the outstanding points
speak with those interested in
of their trip was Southern Chile.
insurance. Last night he spoke
They agreed that it looked like
to the members of the Cardinal
Switzerland. Its greeness, lakes,
Key Society in an attempt, with
volcanoes - "beautifUl".. ' 'The
their help, to reach as many
potential richness in natural reseniors as possible.
sources of this country may make
The Travelers poster on each
South America What the U.S. is
major. campus bulletin board is
'today."
an invitation to security. ·Anyone
Bill said that the basketball
wishing an interview should sign
they play is very rough, the wine
his name on the lists accompanyis fantastic and both contend that
ing these posters.
the girlsa,re very pretty.
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WORK

INE"UROPE
'Every regjstered stUdent can
get a job in Europe and receive
a travel grant. :Among thousands· of jobs available are resort, sales, lifeguard and offici!
work. No' experience is necessary and wages range to $400
monthly. For a complete prospectus, travel grant ad job
application ~turned ainnall,
send $1 to Dept. J, American
Student Information Service,
22 Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg.
.
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REVIEWS
,

"BILLY LIAR"
There are liars and there are'
lfars. But none of these surpass Billy Fisher, who lies to
his parents, to his employer, to
his girlfriends, and even to himself. He lives in a world of.
Noel Coward had a terribly
dreams and falsehoods, every 'so
interesting story to work with.
often retreating to his imaginary
As a drama it might have,been
kingdom of Ambrosia, where he
a success but as a musical it
is supreme ruler. This is thel
falls short of his reputation. ,.situation of the hnari~us, yet.
It is that type of play in which
, "Billy Liar."
.
.
you can't r~member a single
Billy (Tom Courtenay) lives
song, possibly because there was
with his parents and gfandmother
an super-abunctance but mainly
in a working class housing develbecause they lacked enchantment.
opment. He gets up late in the
The play now goes on a two
morning and goes til work as an
month roadtrip and is due at the
undertaker's clerk. He is engaged
Alvin Theater in New York on
to twO girls and possesses only
March 31st. Noel. Coward m\lst
one ring. He hates everything
'once again prove himself .to·be a
about· the reality of his life from .
. master of the theateran7finake . · beginning to end. He hates thE
serious revisiQns or else "'High
cliches dropped on him by his
Spirits" will receive a very' dull
family, loathes' his jdb, and is
reception from Broadway-ites.
disgusted with the rugged north.
ReM. Mergardt . -.ern indi.viduals he associates
with who are all exactly' alike.
He also detests himselr'forstanding back in contempt. Somewhat
like Thurber's Walter Mitty, he is
both
a comical and tragic char,.
.
acter.
I
Jolin Sch1esi.nger's direction
I· ".
is unique to English cinema.
His constant switching between
For the lady who tore up or
reality and Ambrosia provide
hid in the bookshelf a recent
much of·the comedy. His trannationally published article on
sitionsare not as artistic as
sex and love in the United StatEis,
Fellini's tn " 8 1/2", and they
"Tom Jones" will not be en-.
are a trifle overdone. Again and
joyed. This film version of Henry
again, Billy will be caught lying,
Fielding's eighteenth century tale
of a misadventurous country lad ·and we then see him in a uniform
gunning down his adversaries.
who kills his own father (or
Another element unusual to the
nearly so) and sleeps with his
British is the camerawork of
mother (or did he? or is this
Denys CooP. In one scene, Julie
really mama?) is worth the wait
Christie is photographed at eye
in the long line that has formed
at Cinema 2 in New York City•. level walking down a crowded
thoroughfare. Her B 0 u n c i n g
"'I'om Jones" is a party that
skipping and dodging of traffic
rotates in full color from counis
freshly pleasing to the eye.
try to city life, and it will be
the best party of the year. No i "Billy Liar" is so full of
one talks about the movie; rather: .laughs that it sacrifices. much
they tell their friends about all' of its emotional potential. While
a feeling of ambiguity is mainthe irrascible, dastardly and
tained by the comedy, cl!'rtain
primly proper characters they
. scenes don't seem to fit in.
have met on the scre.en.
Tom himself, played~~t The haunting meeting with Councillor Duxbury in the field,' for
Finney, is .another ofthose uni':'
instance, appears unrelated to the
quely incorrigible people who now
rest 9f the film.
and then (but far too rarely)
Tom Courtenay, star of" Lonebless the annals of screen and the
liness
of the Long-Distance Runprinted page. From first credit
ner", gives a brilliant perforto final cut he rollicks through
mance as Billy (a role once
enough rape, riot and rebellion
to rank with the best of modern .. played on the stage by Albert
Finney). His face is a weathered
day boys and who want to, and
their co-eds who do. Only Tom ·one, young but old; and his acting is the same youthful freshis higher and better than his
ness combined with the talent of
·would- be twentieth' century comone more experienced. The big
petition because all the time he
entertainment surprise came
laughs. He laughs at sex, at
himself, at his enemies, and even ·with Julie Christie playing LiZ,
a carefree and vivacious "angry.
at us. Somehow, though, everyyoung girl" and good friend of
one has a good time. No one
Billy's. Her brand of sex is reasks, "Is all this meaningfui?"
Sheepish and gallant, Tom.·· fined yet simple, and adds much.
jumps from inn to inn, bed to ,to her delightful Performance.
The laughter you will fine in
bed, and finally into the fire
in search of his identity. He is . "Billy Liar" is. ribald, often:
caustic. Don't be surprised if it
filled with a sense of justice
leaves a bittef aftertaste.
(who is the father?) and mercy
,
DAVID BANNON
'(I shall live as if it is me.)
However, the most importantand
in love with Tom. .
most enjoyable question, beIn fact and in fantasy everycomeS) "Who really is the basone
will like Tom Jones.' For
tard and who is not?"
the middle-aged married, set. it
Clearly defined characters are .
will be character revealing. One
easily defined one, and so Squire
·such couple in the theater enWestern (father of Tom's bejoyed it immensely until the genloved) is a fun-loving, roly-poly
tleman 1augh:ed uproariously at
·old man who wishes he were a
,one couple's activities. His wife
boy again and' hunts intermitturned in amaZed embarrasment
· tently with his cherished hunting
to
him, "Georgel" she exclaimdogs or sleeps with whores as
l;!d. Poor George had his night
th!;! spirit or the urge strikes him•.
on the town, however, and we can
"Were he a boy, he would be
why his wife frowned on
wonder
another Tom Jones who at least
or where she hid
bastardizing,
makes a friend of his women
Time magazine.
before they make mistresses of
themselves. Tom's enemies consist quite logically of a good
many husbands and afew fathers,
ktleP well groomed at
but in the merry-go-round of
mistaken identities one father
YOUR CAMPUS
turns out to be his real uncle
BARBER SHOP
and another saves Tom's Ufe in
a move which' smacks of a bit
ON CAMPUS
of fantasy.
Gonzaga Rna. 1
Somehow all is well. The
drunkeness, gluttony, lust and
open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon.
murder that surround the scene do
thru Sat. - closed on Wed.
triumph in the name of purity
~orant, hair tonie' and
and alworthiness. Sophy Western
:i>ther grooming neecfl: can
is every experiences man's
.~" obtained here.
.
dream wife: beautiful, Virgin and

."High Spirits" Needs Lift
Noel Coward's musical adaption of his earlier play "mithe
Spirit" had its premier at the.
Shubert Theater in New Haven
last week. For his billing Mr.
Cowa;rd has two of musical
comedy's greatest performers,
Beatrice Lillie and Tammy
G rim e s Unfortunately great
stars don't always make great
plays. They must have supporting
music and lyrics - and this is
not present except for an occasional' 'catchy" tune. The story
behind "High spirits" is certainly not an involved one so you
wait patiently for.thenextnumber
(and there are twenty in all!)
hopmg1t will be better than the
last•.
Tammy Grimes plays Edward
Woodward's first wife Elvira (deceased) who comes back in the
prospect of killing him so she
might have him forever in her
world of spirits. Draped in a
ghostly gray gown and visible
· only to her husband she flys
around stage (a feat which she
performs as well as Mary Martin)
upsetting the entire household.
She and Woodward have a few
songs together reminiscing about
the ups and downs of their marriage. He proved to be dissal'· pointing, vocal wise, and the
lyrics just don't allow Tammy to
be her frivolous self.
Beatrice Lillie comes to the
rescue in Act II with a touch of
real comedy. Her antics onstage
are hilarious and her costumes
are hideously· absurd. She is a
professional medium between
this world and the next. It was
through one of her seances that
Elvira came back to this world.
With one hand on her crystal ball
and the other' on a ouija board
she proves to be the only comic
relief•.

"The Prize" isn't much of
one, and shouldn't win any either.
starring Paul Newman and Elke
Sommer, with Edward G. Robinson, this is a story about a
naturalized American physicist
who goes ·to Stockholm to accept
the Nobel prize, and is spirited
away by some bad agents from
·Russia, replacing him with a
duplicate model who is to denounce Uncle Sam in front of
the world and defect to the East.
Newman, a youni American
souse who has won the Nobel.
Prize for literature, uncovers
the intrigue, and becomes hero:
numbe.r one. In the process, there'
is something for everybody. The
Russians dress like Greta Garbo
and lurk like Brer Wolf. A husband and wife team of:'theoretical,\>ut not practical, geneticists
'ue- reconciled. Newman stumbles into a nudist colony while
being chased allover the place
by the Russians. And, as a grand
climax, Robinson suffers a heart·
attack, is revived when anItalian
prize winning doctor plugs him
into the electrical outlet and
struts on stage jus( in ti~e to
snatch the prize from his lookalike.
.

'-1

The picture is very funny and
amusing in parts, but the trouble
is that it is not billed as acomedYe In fact it looks like the director didn't know what to make
• of it - political propaganda, high
adventure, or plain farce. In
any event, it comes closest to
the latter.
. Amazingly enough, the theater
where this was playing was .welcoming it's sixth week of overflow "adult" crowds. I can under.
stand their sending their children
to the Saturday matinee. After
all, "The Prize" is innocuous
entertainment. And that's what
movies are, aren't they? No one
sh~uld take them seriously.

'·
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Weavers Reunion

ClaItk U Y-Dems

A. Musical Treat

Discuss Peace, Arms

TM Yoting Democrats Glub of
Clark University willsponsor, on
This year wlll see the breakup . the Clark campus, a conterenc!;!
of. one of the oldest and best on Peace and Arms Control to be
folk groups. This is, of course, held February 21-23.
.
the Weavers. The group was
The conference will be a four- I
forme9 in 1948, and has had fold program designed to give
gr~at influence on the field and
college students an in-depth reother younger groups. They haYe . port on peace·and arms contrOl,
a style which, even with their · through panel discussions, small
:wide interpretations, never lost workshops conducted 'by the par'its integrity~ It thus remained- tictpGts; and coffee hOurS;; This
always' a legitimate form of folk program assures a realistic ap- .
music.
.
proach to this urgent problem.
. On their fifteenth anniversary
The subject matter includes:
thl;! Weavers staged two concerts
1) The biological and social ef· at Carnegie Hall. The concerts fectsof thermonuclear war; 2)
wete recorded by Vanguard in an
The barrierll to disarmament; 3)
alJ:>.u_m entitled "The Weaver-s.- · The problems of disarmament·
~Reunion at C8,rnegie Hall 1963".
and the effective means to over.All "of the Weavers were tnere,
come them, and finally; 4) The
seven .in all. Erik Darling and
methods of reducing tensions am
Frank Hamilton, both excellent building a world community.
blues folk singers, were there.
To 'insuredivergent opinion, a
Bernie Krause,' a talented new forum of expression, several emmeml:iet',was the· youngster of
inently qualified men have been
the groiIp. The others included
invited to' speak on the various
the incomparable Seeger, vettopics. Among the large group
erans Fred Hellerman and Lee,.) of speakers will be: Amitai EtHays, and, the Female of the' · zione, Pr.ofessor of Sociology,
group, Ronnie Gilbert.
Columbis University, Dr. Frank
The. album is a fitting anniErVin, Professor of Psychiatry,
ver.sary _celebration, and in my, Harvard Medical. School, and
opinion displays the Weaver' George Holt, United World Fed. genius til fine form. The' songs
eralists..
. .
are for .the most part fam1l1ar.
Registration fee for the enUre
"Come. Away Melinda", an anti- ·three day program is only one
war song sung by Fred Hellerdollar, payable to Clark Univer· man, and '''Train Time", by Erik . sity Young Democrats ClUb. If
Darling, might not be too well
you are interested, there is a
known. The former is very ef- ._ form available in the Stag offective and might even make' a
fice~
"Bomb 'em and the heck with it
man" 'stop and think., if he
, bothered to' listen to the words,
The r.est of the songs are familiar
....
and done with the Weaver touch.
The songs range from the slow
"Melinda" to "When the Saints
Go Marching In"• The last three
The first freshman mixer of the
·songs on the secondsid~ will
year was reported by Chairman
'recall the early works of The
Nick DePaolo '67 to be a social
Weavers. These are '''Goodnight
and financial success.
Irene" by Leadbelly, "Study War
The back gym was decorated
No More", and "Round The
as a ski lodge, complete with
World."
fireplace. The Misfits supplied
The album is of course only
the music; doughnuts and soda.
a part of the Weavers, The field
of folk music and entertainment
were served free.
The ticket committee' sold over
in general' w1ll suffer a loss.
They had a great talent which
200 tickets and the class realized
cannot be forgotten. Some may
a profit of $100.
say they leaned:in the wrong diJerry. Fitzpatrick '67, class
rection politically, and therefore
president, said "I want to thank
their· talent cannot be apprecieveryone who worked on the comated. If this type of criticism
mittee for our first mixer, escan be justified in determining a
peci~lly Nick
DePaolo, Dict
and Andy
man's talent, I'll. st~p liste~g.
.Monts
,-....
. Barrett...

Snow Job First
Frosh Success

THE MISFITS GET THE BACK GYM jumpi.ng during the Fresnman mixer "Snow Job."
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INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
SUCCESSFUL':SEASON SEEN~

SPORTS PERSONAUTY

The first two weeks of the intramural Basketball season indicate that this will be the most
successfull season since the advent of the program, The Freshman-Sophomore league is comprised of 12 teams, while the
Junior-Senior league contains 7.
Both leagues are very evenly

,match~,

The season' will continue four
nights ,per week, MondaY-Thuz:.s,day, nntil at least the Easter
break, If interest remains high it
may continue. longer, ,Due to the
practice schedule of tl~e Varsity
'and Freshman Basketball squads
games will be played from 5: 308:00 p.m,
Also being formed is aBOWL'ING league, Anyone interested in

bowling one night or afternoon
per week please sign up on the,
lists on the bulle.tin boards,

!
"
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~
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This week's sports personality
is an affable athelete from Hartford, Connecticut, who is ree- :
ognized not only for his athleti~
accomplishments but also for hiS ~
'sparkling school spirit. Pat
"Burke, a 6'3", 200 pound sophomore, is a graduate of Hartford
Public High School and is presently a mainstay on the Stags
basketball team,
Hartford' PUblic HIgh won its
. league championship and was
, runner-up in the state with Pat
at his center pos'ition, This same
school proceeded to the New
England Tournament and captured the coveted crown with Pat
being selected as the most valuable player in the tourney games,
To culminate his high school
career, he was awarded an honorable mention to the all-New England 1:?asketball team.
,,,
Pat 'lost no time in his Fresh: man year taking up where he left
off in the tourney ga'mes., He
displayed an impressive ?l ')Ioint
per game average throughout the
season and in his opening col- .
lege basketbaii game: h;hii flU:
40 points against Saint Francis,
As the season progressed, there
was great hope that this Freshman would make the varsity ranks;
this he accomplished in an indelible fashion,
'As a sophomore, Pat holds
down one of the starting forward
positions and is currently one of
. the hottest players in the east, '
This rugged lad has been leading
the squad in 'total points with a
20,6 average per game, Against'
C.C.N.Y. two weeks ago, he netted
31 big points for his seasonal
high, His favorite shot is an accurage jump-shot anywhere with,in the key and one needs not to
be a very sharp basketball critic
bo observe his power.hll and
deadly lay-ups, This sophomore
is known for his, keen ability to
sink baskets with his unorthodox'
style that leaves the avid spectator amazed,
Pat is happy to see' Fairfield
go big-time as opposed to being
confined to league play, In his.
words, "In order to draw bigtime material, we must compete
. with big-time schools, Then and
only then will we truly represent
Fairfield," In reference to the
stags record, ·"Although we have
good over-ail average height, we
lack the all- important big man,
, This, along with experience, will
come in time/'Pat believes that
"consistency" ,is the one quality,
he'd like to see the squad attain, as he optimistically eyes
'the remainder of the season,
WithEnglish as his point of
interest, Pat is enrolled in the
Bachelor of Arts curriculum,
. This athlete is doing his share'
in carrying the Stag spirit far
and wide, He was recently praised in a past issue of SPORTS
ILLUSTRATED and found to be
quite a missing "link" of the now
victorious Stag quintet, For his
remarkable play in the C.C.N,Y,

,

,

game, he was currentiy chosen
on the weekly all- Easjern College
Athletic Conferen~ (E;CAC}team, '
Here are the unofficial scoring
Honors as' these show "3: great , leaders in the Fairfield Univerpotentia! in a bUdding star and
sity Intramural: Basketball lea.
we can expect. a great deal to
gue.
come, from' thfs spirited Stll.g,

JAY DEPPELl:R '85 flIPS tb8b.n' to Chartey zeigler ciurtnc,
, upper di:Vis~~n intramural tilt, '
,
Upper
Oiyision: Robinson
21.ppg, Schuck 21.ppg, Casson
19,8 ppg, Waters 17. ppg, Linsky
15,ppg.
'

Lower Division:
DellaBitta
23, ppg,Wilkos 21.5 ppg, Levin
20,5 ppg, Fitzpatrick 20. ppg,
Fitzoatrick (67)20. ppg.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
.SALUTE: DICK KNORR,
It takes 37 craft employees, 4 foremen, and 2 clerks to
maintain high-quality telephone service in PittSfield, Mass.
And the entire management responsibility for this team
and their work ~ests with New England Telephone's Outside Wire Chief, Dick Knorr.
,
,
Dick (B.S.c.E., 1957) joined the company in 1962
and, in less than ~ year, rose to Outside Wire Chief. '. '
How Dick handled his earlier assign~ents certainly
speeded his promotion. For instance, the 'professional job

he did as Wire Chief in North Adams, the precise work·
load forecasts he made in Pittsfield, the thorough way he
scheduled work while Control Board For~:tpan
in Pittsfield.
\
When his -l~test opportunity came, Dick's experience
and demonstrated ability cinched it! ,
Dick Knorr, like many young engineers, is impati,ent
to make things happen for his company and himself: There
are few places where such restlessness ,is' more welcomed
or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business.

@

,

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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Intramurals To

THE~ SPORTS

DESK

Iy JEFF CAMPBELL
The philosophy 'backing up Fairfield's Decision to go "big time"
next year is just as valid now as it was when it was originated.
Our .500 record this season may give rise to.some doubt among
Stag backers, but a good look at the facts points up the wisdom of
this year's schedule and that of next year's slate.
Firsf of all, when a team decides to go big tinie, it doesn't
suddl,mly emerge like, a butter::Qy, from, a eoccoon: and beat every"
opponent in sight. It goes through a difficult and sometimes painful
metamorphosis, slowly attaining big thne status and recognition.
',Over a period of years it gains a reputation that enables it to inaintain
tts highez: ranking. .
,
At Fairfield this year, we have a trio of sophomores who are
.undoubtedly excellent ballpl~yers now and who, by the time they're
• seniors, can be expected to be even better. Pat Burke, Mike Branch
, and Stan Poote are not only good players but,they also combine both
flash and class early in their varsity careers. Players like this not
only attract the attention of the crowds in generilJ. but also the attention of the highschool ballplayer who is trying to decide where to play
ballin college.
'.
,
! ~

The scheduling of tougher, better-known teams in the next few
years gives a greater audience the opportunity to see that Fairfield
plays a good, exciting game win, lose or draw. The greater the audience, the greater the number and quality of ballplayers who'll
want to come here. It's similar to the effect that the College Bowl
had on the number of applications the admissions office received
earlier this year. Thus, .each Year the team will improve, the team's
record will improve and sooner or later, perhaps sooner than we
think, the "big Ume"classificaUon will come our way.'
. , '

To 8-3 Matk For Season

/

'/

-

MeanWhile the tougher the schedule we play, the better the team
becomes. Sort competition makes for a weak team. The important
thing is :we have a nucleus to build on, and at the same titne, we
have a 'team that can attract a lot of favorable attention While it
grows. Big time isn't so far off.
Player of The Week
At the end of .the first month of play in the intramural loop, Dick
Robinson, a guard on Vic Costello's team in the Junior-Senior di~
vision, has averaged 20 points per game With a personal, high of
26 points against Jim white's team. Dick is thus the first in a series
of players in both upper and lower divisions who will be recognized
for outstanding play in the intramural wars.

Feature Bowling
The intramural student-faculty
bowling, league will begin its
season at the Westport· Lanes
(Greens Farm s) at 3:30 tomorrow. All students who wish
to take part in the league are
asked to sign up on the lists
,_provided on the athletic bulletin boards in Campion, Xavier,
and the Gym. Any student wishing to join the league, but in '
need of'transportation tq Greens
Farms, should sign up and then
.consult the bowling representative of his 'Class whose name, is ,
listed on the same bulletin boards.
Westport Lanes have offered
the intramural league reduced
prices 'of 40 cents a line and 15
cents f6r shoe rental; mak~ng a
weekly total of $1.35~ The'league will continue for about ten
weeks. At the conclusion of the
year team 'and individual awards
will be presented.
, Tomorrow's meeting will be a
session of informal bowling and
instruction for the propose of,
determining scores on the basis .
of which teams can be formed.
If a majority of the members
of the )eague decide that some
day other than Thursday will be
:"more convenient, future meetings
will be held on the day determined. Any student who is un-'
able Ito bowl tomorrow, but who'
. will join the league if meetings
are held on another day, is asked
to consult the Asst. Director of
Intramurals, Mr. Madden, in
Gonzaga 10 before the end of the
week.
.
Information regarding faculty
participation has been posted in ,
the faculty rooms of Canisus
and Xavier.

~ y PlDLUPS '8'7 takes ODe of hiS . . . .ted Jump shots
despite harried enemy attempts to prevent same.

Stags Home On '

...

.. .

Feb. 20 - Meet

So. Conn.'
i

Oilce again, on February 25,
hundreds of thousands will turn
out at the theaters to see the
."heavy weight fight of the century." Will they again be disapI pointed by a one-sided fiasco
'when Sonny Liston gets into the
ring with Cassius Clay? The oddmakers tend to think so on account of Clay's youthful inexperience and the champion's behemoth-like power an~ ferocity.
The Louisville Lip first came
into prominence at the ROme.
Olympics in 1960 at which, fighting as - a light-heavyweight, he
• won a gold medal by outpointing
Ziggy Pietszykowski of Poland.
Not only did this victory boost
his prestige, it also inflated his
,ego to the extent that thereafte:r
only two words came ·from his
Big Mouth - Cassius Clay. Arriving back to the States a few
weeks later, he was the center
of attraction in all circles. Asked
by newsmen of his plans; he
braggardlY replied, "I . am the
greatest fighter who ever lived.
'I will be the youngest man to
'.ever with the heavyweight cham;pionship." So, his hat in the
ring, Clay launched a career
,which is bringing him a fortune,
and, if nothing else, color to a
dying game.
In the professional ranks,:
Clay's encounter with a paunchy,
rather wornout oldman named
Archibald Lee Moore was, tronically enough, his first important
victory. From there he continued
his undefeated streak with wins
over sUchmEm as Dough Jonesand Henry Cooper. In all his
bouts, Cassius has displayed
speed, punch, and agility. He
has also shown .the' lack of perfection always present in a young
fi~hter. Clay can be hit and can
be floored. Ask Lucien "Sonny"
Banks (Who's he) who flqored
Clay on nationwide television two
years ago. Clay does, however,
'have tremendous potential; the
,general opinion is that it has
not yet been sufficiently developed. At any rate, not enough for·
him to be ready to meet Liston.
,
.

At" present, Clay's record is 19
wins, no loSses, no draws,. and
14 knockouts.
Sonny Liston's only loss to date
is to Marty Marshall in 1954.
It seems that Marshall nailed
an. open-mouthed Liston and
broke his· jaw. Liston somehow
went the distance and lost on
points. In two return bouts, Liston
K.O.ed and decisioned Marshall
respectively. He sports a 351-0 record, having scored 25
K.O.'s.
This writer sees Clay succeeding in keeping away from
Liston for four rounds. He will
'ffiiow 'many jabs and few rights, ,
tor ·'the most part, ineffe'Ctive
blows. The champ will. be waiting for the right time, which
will come in the fifth round.
A qUick left hook off a jab;
followed by a thunderous right·
to the body and a left- right combination to the heM will floor
Cassius for a count of ·seven.
He will quickly be decked aga~
by a short series of punches,
this time for the full count.,
Clay has a knack for picking
the rounds' in which he will dispose of his opponent. He has,,_set
his predictions to son g and
"ppetry."
The round is eight, said
, Ca::;sius Clay,
When I'll put that ugly bear
,
away.
With a smile and wave ofhand.
Liston sent Clay to the
ham 'n -egger land.
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DICK ROBINSON IS
PLAYER OF WEEK

Phillips Pace" Frosh

The Fairfield Freshman team
fancy play-making and 'on mo~e
completely outclassed the U.B.
than one occasion he brOke up
Frosh in comprising an easy
the Purple Knights defense with
97-69 win. Six men hit double
his 'drives'. With his 14 point
figures and everyone scored as
performance, Pritz brought, his
Coach Saccone cleared the bench.
average ·up to a creditable 11.2.
The gallant attack was led by
Pat Scully and Al Synder played
Charlie PhillipS with 23 points,
,an important role in the first
Jim Brown with 17 points, Carl
half oy getting the Stag Yearlings
Menendez with 15 points, Bill 'a substantial lead. Scully played
Pritz with 14 points, and Pat
one of his best games with ag-,
gressive play on defense, deflect-,
Scully and Al Synder with 10
points each.
ing shOts and grabbing rebounds.'
Phillips seemed deadly with his
Pat also used his 'muscle' on
mastel'ful 'jumper' as he brought
offense to keep the Sacconemen
his average up to 17.6 ppg. Jim
well in front. Synder played the
Brown shone allover the court,
center position rather adeptly
and helped considerably in the
while clearing the boards and on
tap-ins, and he still maintained
rebound and scoring department.
his 21.6 average, whichis slightly
The Frosh score was for the,
fourth time over 90 points and is:
above Pat Burke's. 21.5 mark of
last year.
second only to the. 102 against
Carl Menendez played his usual· Fairleigh Dickenson. -Their re c -,
aggressive game and he used his
ord is now a respectable 5-3.
great art of ball-handling and his
Coach Saccone and his charges
accuracy with his outside shot to
will return to action after the
tally 15 points. Combining with
exam break on January 30 against
Menendez in the backcourt wasC.C.N. Y. in New York City.
~illy Pritz. Pritz di.splayed some

STAG HOCKEY, TEAM'S STANDS AT 2·2

DICK ROSJNSON

_"

CURRENTLY LEADING THE
Junior-Senior loop __ in, intramural basketball is Dick R0binson '64. Robinson, averaging
21 points a game Scored a high
of 26 points against Jim White's
-team earlier in the season. Dick
is a gUard on Vic·Costello's
fi ve and also plays baseball in
the spring•.

The hockey club at Fairfield
University has been run on a very
Informal basis for the past three
years. This year, however, Jack
Flaherty and Pete Walsh have organized the boys into a team and
have worked on a ten game schedule with various opponents in the
Connecticut area.
So far this season, the Fairfield Flyers have compiled arecord of two wins and two losses.
The team plays on the Greens
Farms Rink in Westport and the
admission to the games is free.
Tom Raleigh and Rick Curtin'"
are centered on the first line
by Vin l'Esperance. This line
was instrumental in handing the
Westport All-Stars their first
loss earlier in the season by a
score' of 8-4. The second wave
consists of Walsh, Flaherty and
'K~t HUff, each of whom, along
w' Pete Fallon, scored in the
st victory over the Connecticut
Comets by a score of 4-2.
__
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THE BLUE BIRD SHOP
1310 Poll .....
FAiRFlaD, CONJtE11CUT

On and Off

Soc;ial Stationery and Engraving • Greeting Cards • Distinctive

the Campus

Tap IooJn

Lu..........
and·,
"'The' Colonial .......

Gifts • Printing • Wedding Invit~tions. Announcements and
Visithtg Cards • Gift Wrapping and Service • Crane's and

'hit·. . . .·

The strong defensive unit
teams Paul Byers and Pete Fallon. The second defense consists.
of Dan Ossorio and Russ Kellerman. Andy Issacson has seen duty
as a penalty killer and freshman
goalie Mike Cortigiano has improved as the season progresses.
This is a young team with Pete
Walsh the only participating
senior. It is an exciting team
and shows the tendency to improve with each game. The games
are held every Monday night..

other·fine papers. VAUNTINES of all kinds.

t
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STAGS WIN- OVER ANSELM"S;
RECORD NOW AT 7-7
deep-seated - rivalries and thJs
,game was no exception.
The Stags got off tq a quick'
10-0 lead before thEi Bridgeport
five got on the scoreboard. Larry
'Rafferty personally accounted ~or
nine of the first tWelve 'Stag
points. The Stags led at the half
39-37.
..
The Purple Knights surprised
the c.rowd by bouncing back
,strongly and coming close' to
;turning the tide but the Stags held
,on and a basket off a steal by
Joel Pascale put the game on ice.
The final score was 82-69. High
for the Stags were Pat Burke
with,22 cpoints, Mike Branch with
21 and co-captain Larry Rafferty
with 18 points~
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
'Poole
1
0
2
7
7
21
;Branch
. Burke
6
10
22
Rafferty
7
4
18
Pascale
3
0
,6
13
Kilty
2
9
82
UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT
4
5
13
Huydic
6
.7
19
Coulson
1
1
3
Colonnese
6
5
17
:Bernstein
3
1
7
Pickering
4
0
8
O'Dowd
o
2
2
Seiler

,-

'

PAT BURKE strains to get shot off agatnstSt. Anselm's Myles
Dorch.

On January 8th, Coach George
Bisacca's Stags journeyed to
South Orange, New Jersey to play
Richie Regan's Pirates of Seton
Hall.
Unfortunately for the Stags, the
Jersey team had an exceptionally
hot night and the combination of
Sonny Sunkett, Nick Werkman
and the Seton Hall fast break
was. too much for the Stags who
trailed at the half 46-36.
Led 'by Nick Werkman's 30
points and Sunketts 20, the Pirates topped Fairfield 95-81.
High for the Stags were Pat
Burke with 25 points, Larry Rafferty with 16 and Stan Poole
with 12.
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
Rafferty
7
2
16
Poole
6
0
12
Burke
11
3
25
Branch
4
3
11
Lingua
2
1
5
Pascale
1
0
2
McG'v'rn
1
0
2'
Kilty
1
2
4,
Wagner
2
0
4

Bridgeport Game
January 11th saw the resumption of the U.B.-Fairfield rivalry
at the Seaside Park campus. This
game is always a tough one regardless of the respective ~c...
0"- 01 . . . . . . . u .... m_

69
C,C.N.Y. Game
The Stags took on C.C.N.Y,
:over the mid-semester break in
, New York City. Coach Polansky's
squad played without the services
of star Mike Shaffer who was,
killed over th~ Christmas vacation.
The Stags, led by Pat Burke's
31 point performance and Mike
,Branch's 18, ,led at the half
41-30 and won the game 74-69~
C.C.N,Yputup a good fight led:
Cby Alex Blatt's 20 points and,
Pushed tile stacs ~ tile way.

FAIRFIELD (JNIVERSITY
Poole
2
2
6
Branch
8
2
18
Burke
14
3
31
Rafferty
6
1
13
Pascale
0
4
4
Wagner
1
0
2
74
C.C.N,Y.
Blatt
Smolev
Golden
Zuckerman
Levine
Schweid

9
3
2
6
3
4

2
3

o
2
6
2

20,
9

4
14
12
10

fRUGBY CLUB l' '
PLA.NS. TEAMS
On Thursday night, February
6th, ".the Fairfield Rugby Club
held an introductory meeting
prior to the start of its spring'
season under the supervision of
.its coaCh, Dr. John Kenyon.
The purpose of the meeting
was to attract new members
with the idea of forming two
teams in the spring instead of
one. The B team would engage;
in gaInes against the B teams of
the other clubs.
. The Fairfield Club is in the
midst of forming a spring schedule and at present the outlook
is very good as to the quality of

69
St. Anselm Game
The Stags' third home game of
the season was played on February 5th against St. Anselm's,
in the Fairfield University gym-'
nasium.
This game saw a great display
on the part of the Fairfield club
both offensively and defensively,
The Bisaccamen brought the
home crowd to its feet often as ,
they took 100 'shots and scored' ,
93 points. Pat Burke hit on '67%
of his shots to score 29 points
and Mike Branch tallied 31 points
as well as rebounding beautifully
all night. Stan Poole led the defensive
heroics,
repeatedly
('gumming" Mules Dorch and
Tony Greer and delighting the
crowd by jamming up the New
Hampshire club's fast break.
The Stags led at the half,
40-32 and won impressively,
93-82.
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
DR. JOHN KENYON
Poole
4
1
9
Branch
13
5
31
Burke
14
1
29
opposition,.'· Games are beIng
Pascale
1
1
3
planned with Columbia, Brown,
Kilty
3
2
8 'Harvard Business School and
Wagner
6
0
12
others and the team will comLyall
0
1
1
me,nce practice sessions on Monday, February 24th,· captain p~te
93
Fallon announced. All who WIsh
ST. ANSELM'S
to play are welcome and should
Balicki
6
0
12
contact either one ofthe officers,
Greft
11
2
U
Fallon, Doug Ciacci or Jeff,
Dorch
8
6
22
Campbell or Coach Kenyon.
Guzzardo
1
1
3
The Club achieved a 3-lrecord
Slade
6
0
12
in its first fall season and placed
OKeefe
1
0
2
second out of thirty-nine comMcCar't'y
1
5
7 , peting teams in the New York,
Rugby Club seven-a-side tOllrn82 . ament in New York City.

81

SETON HALL
Werkman
12
6
Dec
6
l'
Slaton
:3
2
Chave
8
1
10
0
SUnkett
Mitchel
1
Q
Guccolo
1
0

30
13
8
17
20
2
2
95

MIKE BRANCH PREPARES to dazzle defenders in wtnniDg effort
against St. Anselm's.

FAIRfIELD LAUNDROMAT
P6ST ..ROAD, FAIRFIElD
NOW PICKS UP ON WED. AND DELIVERS ON FRIDAY

I
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ARNOLD'S

PRESCRIPTIONS
SUPPLIES'
,
.
'SuNDRY NEEDS,
AIRFIELD SHOPPING.CENTER

'

AT MRS "BROWN'S OFFICE NEAR

THE

FAIRFIELD OFFICE
784 VILLA AVE., COR KINGS HIGHWAY

MAIL "BOXES

THE BEST IN LAUNDERING

I

OPEN
FRIDAYS

TO
WE FOLD 'EM TQOI

8 P,M.
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